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MASTER IMPOSTER UNCOVERED

Thieves struck at the Grevis was 60 cents in small change.
Payson's farm machinery plant in ' Two chain saws, both used,
Union for the third time inside valued at 582 32 and 567 50 »y
| owner Grevis Payson of Union,
a year sometime Wednesday night ]
were missing and the right rear
when they rifled a desk, stole ,vhreI of a pickup truck wag
some small change and made off loosened, but not removed,
with two used chain saws.
The break was discovered by
Knox County Sheriff P. Willard an employee, Donald Grinnell,
Pease reported Thursday morn- when he reported to work to open
ing that entrance was gained the shop about 7 o'clock Thursthrough a back door. The thieves ■ day morning.
smashed a window and reached In the first break, acetylene
in to unlock the door.
This was ;torch from the garage was used
the same method of entry used , in an unsuccessful attempt to
in the first break early
last year,open the safe. Two of four chain
The door of the safe, located in 'saws taken at that time were rethe interior office, was pried in covered later.
an unsuccessful attempt to open
The second break occurred the
it and four desk drawers were later part of December when a
rifled and their contents strewn used chain saw and some tools
about. Missing from the office were reported missing.

V

OFFICIALS OF COUNTY COMMUNITIES
ESTABLISHING PATTERN OF MUTUAL

FIRE AID FOR VOTERS' APPROVAL
A five member committee work
ing on a mutual fire aid program
for Knox County communities
met Wednesday night at the Rock
land Fire Department in an effort
to draw up a workable plan.
The committee, appointed as the
result of the recent meeting of
the Knox County Firemen's Asso
ciation, includes: Chairman
Sterling Morris, Warren tewn
manager; Wesley Knight, Rock
land fire chief; Leon Fitts, Thom
aston town manager! Robert
Crabtree. Camden selectman; ant
Archie Stevens, Rockport town
.manager.
Purpose of the mutual aid pro
gram would be to make available
to a fire disaster area, equip
ment from one or more of the
neighboring communities in the
county. The plan also calls for
security coverage for any depart
ment that might be under-manned
while answering such a call.
One of the problems facing the
committee in their preliminary
negotiations Ls the attachment to
the by-laws of a rider calling for
payment for the help in extreme
situations.
The committee felt that in spe
cial cases where the local depart
ment fails to respond to a fire in
their own town, the responding
outside fire department should he
paid. This has been the situa
tion in several instances in the
past cited by the committee mem
bers.
Another feature discussed in the
meeting was payment for partici
pating in firefighting in another
community for an assignment
that lasted over four hours.
A preliminary set of by-laws
drawn by Stevens and added to
by Rockland City Manager Lloyd
K. Allen at a recent meeting were
studied as a starting basis for the
committee's work, along with a

set of by-la-.vs on the mutual fire
aid program of Hancock County.
Certain membership qualifica
tions in the program were brought
up including a maximum appara
tus requirement calling for at
least two trucks with one having
a 500 or more gallon capacity
pumper.
The group tentatively agreed
that the maximum amount of
time to be spent on any fire by
an outside department should be
about four hours, forest fires ex
cepted. They included the rule
that any member community call
ing for aid should clearly define
what was needed, the type of ap
paratus or equipment and the
amount.
The next meeting of the com
mittee was set for February 20 at
7.30 p. m. in Rockland.
Upon completition of a set oi
by-laws, they will be submitted
eventually to citizens in town
meeting warrants.

The only photographs known taken of "Martin
Godgart" during his five months’ stay in Knox County
are shown above. At the left is the scene of his latest
epic of impersonation. The little 40 pupil, two story
North Haven High Sehnol, nationally famous overnight.
In the center, DeMara, as Godgart, sips coffee at a
birthday party gathering in Calderwood's Hull above

one of his favorite stopping off spots on the island, a
restaurant operated by Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Adams.
At the right, DeMara is caught in a candid pose that
illustrates his great love for youngsters and his special
way of meeting them on their own level, both in the
classroom and nt play. The picture was also taken at
the party which was in honor of Arnold Adams on his

NORTH HAVEN'S WELL LIKED, GIANT

TEACHER, SCOUTMASTER AND SANTA
GODGART IS HOAX ARTIST DEMARA
Just about everything in the way of humanity sooner or
later comes to Maine. Mostly, they arrive in the form of tourists
and depart come fall. A few settle in the state and become
Maine-iacs in every way.
However, it remained for Ferdinand Waldo DeMara, Jr., of
Lawrence, Mass., alias Martin D. Godgart, and countless other
aliases over the past few years to gain the title of the state's
most "illustrious" outsider who had settled down and made a
place for himself in a community.
Respected in the tiny Penobscot Bay island community of
North Haven since he took up a teaching job in North Haven
High School last September, he was a favorite of children end
townsfolk alike.
Thursday morning the roof fell in.

10th birthday.
Gerald Adams, another brother, is
shown with the high school teacher in a game of "steal
the lifesaver" which is hung-on the toothpieks. Demara is described us a “modern American Robin
Hood" by Mrs. Adams because of his good works while
on the islund.

Two state troopers in plain clothes landed on the island
from a Coast Guard patrol boat, hired a taxi to take them to
North Haven High School, ond in a few minutes were on their
way to the mainland with high school Jeocher Martin Godgart.
It wasn't until mid-afternoon, some four hours after the
arrest, that even Principal Dana Smith knew that he had lost his
prize language teacher. The news was broken to him by Deputy
Sheriff Lloyd Crockett.
The news spread over the island like wildfire, and carried
over to the mainland. North Haven was the center of a national
news story.

Monk in Kentucky, a deputy sheriff in Washington state,
a teacher of philosophy, with a
self-conferred PhD degree, in sevoral American colleges of high
scholastic standing; twice a con
vert to Catholicism, despite the
fact he was born to the church,
and once was ready to take re
ligious vows under an assumed
tion and maintenance of a parking identity.
lot for cars of the estimated 1200
A Navy deserter who did a hitch
persons who could be seated in an in the Army while the Navy was
auditorium such as was proposed hunting for him; a hospital order—And public usage and availability! ]y jn Boston and student in top'
of the building to the people of the ‘ flight universities taking top level
city led them in part to reject the 1 special studies, bolstered by his
project.
The City Council Monday night which is presently housed in for- school use had ever been made
Coupled with those uncertainities |
i losed the door to the construction mer Navy buildings at the Ash with communities in which arm j was the current hassle over the
Of a state National Guafd armory Point airport.
ories were located.
National Guard at the Washington j
in the city, for the present at least., Th(. clty and s(ate would have
Arrangements for public use of level. The situation has led to the
As near as can be determined, suppii,,d $125,000 each of the total the armory. Carter noted, rested impounding of federal funds althe action did not stem so much ^)h ,hr f).d).t.a, government con- with the local National Guard offi- located for National Guard arm-!
from opposition from within the trlbutjng $I50,CC0. A city bond cials, with headquarters concerned Ories until the issue is cleared up.1
Council as it did from an apparent jssue ,ol. y,e amount allocated as also when a major decision had to, Also, and very unofficially, but |
lack of interest on the part of the
cpy*a portion would have been be made.
coming from sources close to the I An arrest order for Marvin
public.
As for use of the armory by the National Guard was information1 Snowdeal, 23, of South Portland
necessary.
The pattern of the proposal had
The state required a deed to a school system fcr a gymnasium that recommendations are in the and Rockland, was issued Friday
been that an armory costing 5400.lot of land between South Sehoo and auditorium for South School, making, or will be made, that pub-! on charges of manslaughter and
000 be built jointly by the federal, Field on Broadway for the armory the School Board showed little in- lie use of National Guard armories reckless driving as the result of an
state and city governments. It
accident on June 3, 1956 in which
site before negotiations couM tercet in such a plan. In fact, generally be halted.
was to have been used by Battery
Added to the situation was the a youthful passenger, Roland
move ahead. The area being General Carter, a former educator,
D 703d AAA Maine National Guard Rockland School District property, advised against considering use of lack of assurance that the S400.0CO Marriner, 19, of Owls Head later
that municipal body had to agree, the armory as a part of the school estimate of the armory cost would dl»‘d.
system in his conference with the be the top figure. An indication | The Knox County Sheritf s dewhich it did.
that it might exceed that figure garment made the arrest of SnowThe Council’s decision Monday Council.
The inability of Councilors to ob was a bill filed with legislature for dea* Friday for his appearonce in
night not to deed the land to the
tain from the state close figures the state’s portion of the armory the current February term of Sustate closed negotiations.
on costs of construction—The city’s cost which asked for $135,000. If Peiaor Court.
Many factors apparently en
He pleaded not guilty to both
share of maintenance—Construc- this were the case, Rockland's
tered into the decision in rejecting
charges.
share
would
have
been
the
same'
a project which at one ‘ time
Snowdeal is the alleged driver of
under the terms of the three way
seemed to have been considered
the car that swerved around a
pian
of
financing
armory
construc

IFEMEY'S
DINER
favorably, despite its cost.
ROAST PRIME BEEF
long curve in Glen, Cove and
ROUTE 1
THOMASTON
tion.
. '
First, it could have been lack of
$2.50
rolhed over before the Shady
Will Ciose February 17
any established pattern, or agree
Complete Dinner
The man who makes it a prac- Oaks Cabins. He was hospitalized
ment, for the use of the structure
And Re-Open March 4
OTHER SPECIALS AVAILABLE
1 tice of asking questions first won’t with severe abdominal lacerations
General .
for public purposes.
20-21
Served from 5.45 'Til 8.15
for a long period of time.
have to make apologies later.
George Carter, head of the Maine '
National Guard, in a recent con
ference with councilors, comment
ed that no contracts for public or

Their well liked high school teacher, Marty, who had done so
much for the youngsters in his few
months on the island .was none
other than the imposter to end all
imposters, the famed 17Dr. Cyr" of
the Royal Canadian Nav,y; “Broth
er John’’ of a Catholic religious
order in Alfred, Maine; a Trappist

Council Halts Plans For National Guard

Armory; Lack Of Interest On Part Of Public
And School Officials, Other Angles Cited

DOLLAR

Saturday
Issue

DEMARA GOES FREE

Island Hunter

Shoots Self In
Left Shoulder
A 57 year old Vinalhaven man.
Byron Eaton, wounded in the left
shoulder by an accidentally dis
charged shotgun he was carrying
on a hunting trip Thursday, walk
ed two miles through the woods
before finding help.
A native of Deer Isle and a
resident of Vinalhaven for sev-•
eral years, he was treated at the
office of Dr. Ralph P. Earle in
Vinalhaven village for a badly
ripped left shoulder.
Deputy Sheriff Henry Anderson
said that Eaton tripped while
hunting on Calderwood's Neck
about seven miles from the vil
lage. His .410 gauge shotgun ac
cidently fired with fine bird shot
ripping across the top of his left
shoulder.
Anderson carried hie gun for
two miles to a road before com
ing across Afred Hall of Vinal
haven, who was collecting wood
for a weir he operates.
Hall
drove the wounded man to the
doctor's office, Anderson reportI ed.
The wounded shoulder required
seven stitches and Eaton was rct leased to his home after treat
ment.
The accident occurred about 2
p. nt.

The master imposter found the
State of Maine to he lenient late
Friday afternoon as he was ar
raigned in Kennebec County Su
perior Court on charges of
cheating by false pretenses.

Pleading
cn
information,
which is actually a guilty plea
with request for immediate
sentence, before Justice Ar
mand A. Ihifresne shortly be
fore 5 p. ni., he was sentenced
to six months in jail. Judge Dnfresne suspended the sentence
and placed Be ma ra on proba
tion.
He left the rourt a free n,an.
except for cheeking periodical
ly with a probation offieer.

"degrees’’ and the identity of
others who had earned them.
A man without a full high school
education who through a quirk of
his mind, perhaps with a tremen
dous liking for the thrill of the
chase, who chose to fool the world
in general, living from day to day
in assumed identities—and carry-

ilig out the tasks of those identities
with distinction.
They had to accept the fact he
was a rascal, but a likeable rascal,
who had done their town a lot of
good. All this, despite the fact he
was then In the pokey In Augusta,
charged with cheating by false
pretenses in presenting the schol
astic credentials of another person
to gain a teaching certificate from
the Maine Department of Educa
tion.
Fooled Many. Maine Not Alone

The people who accepted his
credentials at the State Depart
ment of Education. Superintend
ent of School Harold Wiggin of
Union, who supervises the North
Raven schools, nor the good peo
ple of North Haven who came to
like and respect him need not
feel ashamed at being fooled.
Dozens of the nation* best edu
cators, religious leaders, officials
of one of the world’s great naviee.
state and community dignitaries
(Continued on Page Five)

Superior Court Issues Arrest Order For Marvin
Snowdeal In Auto Crash Death Of Companion;
Glennon Pleads Guilty To Attempted Murder

DAY WINNERS

THURSDAY, FEB. 14th AT
Isab<-I Damage, 57 Crescent SI., City
Edith St Clair, 64 Beechwood St., Thomaston
Mr*. H. L. Mason, 63 Gay St, City
Mr*. J. H. Gough, Pemaquid
Mr*. C. J. Boetsch, R. P. D. I, City
Gloria Joy, P. O. Box 523, City
Mahel Wilson, Tenant* Harbor

Ruth Porter. 27 Oak St, City
Mr*. Elda Lindsey, Starr St, Thomaston
Mande Stevens, 34 Warren St. City
Mrs. Elmer Starr, Went Rockport
Myrth- Keteham. 21 Lindsey St, City
D. A. Gould. Mechanic St., Rockport
Mr*. Elva Blaeklngton, West Meadow Rd., City
Edna McAuliffe, 17 Suffolk St, City
Barbara Hill, 29 Knox SL, Themaston
E. P. Jonen, 30 Holmen St, City
Mrs. Harold Jaekaon, 90 Beech St, City

STATION

My Appreciation
I wish to thank all my friends
^und neighbors and the entire

^community for their eo-opera)tinn und Interest regarding the

lienee unil time in this matter.
7-tf

ROBERT C BURNS

i ’♦•••♦••♦♦♦♦••••♦♦ooooeeeeeeoeet

Rockland Barber Shops

Bun Thompson Benefit Dance
(INFORMAL)

WILL BE OPEN MONDAY, FEB. 18

MARCH 2nd AT COMMUNITY BUILDING

Also Open

THE BEST REFRESHMENTS EVER AT VERY REASONABLE PRICES

•Fun

* Prizes

* Good Music

1

•••••••••••••••••••a

Get Your Ticket For Sure To the

Floor Lamp (SIO.OO)

Children’s Specialty Shop. Size 3 Snow-suit ($11.95)
Endicott-Johnson Shoe Store
Pair $7.00 Shoes
Aston's
Bostonian Luggage ($9.95)
Sears, Roebuck Co, Portable Phonograph ($29.95)
Goodnow’s Pharmacy,
Kodak Camera (S14.95)
Bitler Car A Home Supply, $5.00 Mdse. Credit
House-Sherman
Electric Scotch Oven ($9.95)
Gonia * Wallpaper Co,
10 Single Rolls
Imperial Washable Wallpaper

OILS

Nov. 8. 1956 when Wentworth was
shot four times after admitting
Glennon to his home.
The shooting was a result of a
long standing grudge over money
that Glennon stated was owed him
by Wentworth.
Wentworth was hospitalized at
Knox Hospital for a long time, but
since discharged.
In other action Thursday, Thom
as Connors of Rockland pleaded
guilty to a charge of attempted
larceny of an automobile and was
sentenced to serve one to two
years at the Maine State Prison
at Thomston.
Rockland police charged that
Connors attempted to move a car
not belonging to him parked at the
(Continued on Page Five)

I spot zoning of my property;
also my thanks to City officials
und niuneilmen for their pa-1

8900

COMMUNITY OIL CO.
For TV Stamps with
RANGE CaJ^SO FUEL

GOOD CAUSE!

Kilroy'n Army A Navy Store, Raincoat ($5,001
Newbert’n Restaurant
Dinner for Two
Alden Stanley's Garage
Free Grease Job
Savltt’n
$3.00 Merchandise (redit
P. W. Woolworth Co., Set of Pyrex Mixing Bowls
Senter-Crane Co,
Brass Table Lamp (S5.00)
Jack’s Maritime Gulf Station Free Dll (hange
and Grease Job
CarroH's Cat-Rate
Billfold ($5.00)
W. H. Glover Co,
Set “Silverware" ($5.00)
Meredith's Furniture

Call

and a

WRKD

Marriner died shortly after be
ing- transferred to the Portland
Medical Center from Knox Hos
pital of injuries received in the
crash.
Snowdeal was named in a secret
indictment returned by the Octo
ber term of Superior Court but
was not arrested at that time be
cause of his condition.
Another occupant of the death
car, Leon E. Clark. 31. of Camden
escaped with minor injuries.
In Superior Court business Fri
day morning, Willis Glennon. 51.
of West Rockport, charged with
assault with intent to murder, en
tered a plea of guilty before Jus
tice Randolph Weatherbee of Ban
gor. He was awaiting sentence
late Friday afternoon.
Glennon had entered a plea of
not guilty Thursday morning but
the change came after consulta
tion with his attorney, A. Alan
Grossman, and court officials.
He was charged with the shoot
ing of Arthur Wentworth. 48, of 23
Amesbury street on the night of

* Fine Cause

DONATION - ONE DOLLAR
21»lt

Thursday Evening, Feb. 21

CLOSED FRIDAY, FEB.

22
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W.H.S. CARNIVAL ROYALTY SELECTED'

Camden Moves

Ahead Two Days

A State Police speedometer was
matched against the accuracy of
a clocjc speed recording graph
BEFORE UNDERTAKING SURVEY
used in the truck of a youth*
The proposition of an area high ent of Schools Bruce Kinney of,
charged with speeding during
! school to accommodate Rockland Rockland and Orville Guptill, Jr.J testimony heard in Rockland
and Thomaston students will be of Thomaston; School Board Chair Municipal Court Thursday morr.
man Beniah Harding of Thomas-,
I *ng.
put up to Thomaston voters in
ton and Charles McIntosh of Ro.k-j
A W(lgt „r Sandv poin,
their town meeting in March. land and Thomaston First Select-I u,g charged wlth driving fi0
Taking thc step is a subcommittee man Harold P. Richardson and
miles an hour in a 45 mile zone
of the school boards and munici Rockland Council Chairman Henry on Route 1 in Rockland February
pal governments of both com Marsh.
6. He was found guilty after the
munities.
An effort wdll be made to de alleged speed was reduced bv
Bruce Kinney, superintendent of termine actual interest in both Judge Alfred M. Strout following
schools for Rockland, and Orville communities in an area school. In lengthy testimony. West paid a
J. Guptill, Jr., who heads the addition to the article in the Thom fine of $10.
Thomaston
system,
observed aston town meeting warrant, the
Installed in the Merrill Trans
| Thursday evening that it is best matter will be laid before the City port Truck operated by West was
to find out whether or not the Council in Rockland for comment. the speed recording device used
school is wanted before long Opinions of the general public will by the company in their trucks
months of study and planning are also be sought,
to record graphically the speeds
carried out.
The maximum which the two of their drivers.
The record is
Both observed that Thomaston j communities could expend for a studied at the end of trips.
is in a different position than when joint high school venture would be
West testified that his own
the area school to care for its stu- $1,225,000. The division of con- speedometer recorded his speed al
dents, plus those of Cushing and, struction costs, maintenance, and less than 50 miles an hour which
Warren, was considered. The pos- the number of pupils would be ap- was recorded on the graph.
A
sibility of losing Thomaston High j proximately two-thirds for Rock- company official entered testi
School as a community institution land and one-third for Thomaston, mony that the speedometer was
in an area school with Rockland \ The advantages, on- disadvan- not operating correctly and allow
has to be considered, they said.
tages of a three or a four year ed that it recorded* about foui
A study of enrollments and uses high school will be studied tho- miles less than the actual speed.
of present school facilities in both roughly, if the go ahead signal is
Troper Harvey Childs told the
communities is now’being made by ! given for the survey. Should a court he had his own speedometer
the subcommittee.
four year high school be consid- checked by radar this week and
At town meeting, Thomaston ered the answer, a student popu- noted that it recorded four miles
voters will have the opportunity | lation of about 1.030 could be ex- less than actual speed, giving any
to accept or reject the subcom-■ pected.
motorist the benefit of the four
mittee as an official body of the , The subcommittee members were mile difference.
town w’ith authority to proceed of the opinion that high school
The contest between the graph
with a thorough study of the situ- students from South Thomaston, and the State Police calibrated
by
ation.
Ow’ls Head and Cushing would be speedometer was decided
Recently named to the subcom-( accepted on a tuition *basis.
Judge Strout who returned a ver
mittee at a meeting of school and
At present, Rockland has 60 tui- dict of guilty of driving 55 miles
municipal officials of both com- tion pupils and Thomaston 21. an hour in a 45 mile zone.
• • •
munities were: Thomaston Town Annual per student cost of the two
In other Municipal Court action
Manager Ix*on Fitts, Rockland high schools is $323. at Rockland
Thursday, Clarence B. Lavasseur,
Manager Lloyd Allen, Superintend- and $345. in Thomaston.
24. ol Bath pleaded guilty to driv
ing 50 miles an hour in a 25 mile
MORSE SUCCEEDS JAMESON AS
zone and paid a fine of $10 and 86
costs.
COUNTY C-D MEDICAL DIRECTOR
He was stopped by Thomaston
Knox County Civil Defense di- of appreciation for his services, Police on Main Street in Thomas
rector, Major Elmer E. Barde, re- issued by the retiring state C-D ton on Monday.
♦ » ♦
ported Thursday that Dr. C. Hbr- director, Colonel Harry A. Mapes.
A 15 year old Rockland boy was
Dr. Edward K. Morse, also of
• old Jameson of Rockland and
Rockland and Camden, has taken charged with juvenile delinquency
. Camden had tendered his resigna over the medical directorship on on a breaking, entry and larceny
charge heard in court Thursday.
tion as medical director and dep the county Civil Defense staff.
uty No. 3 (county director of medi
According to Barde, the with The charge was continued in
cal emergency service).
draw! of Dr. Jameson leaves only definitely.
Rockland Police were complain
Di. Jameson has held this re- one of the original civil defenders
sponsible position ever since the: on the county staff. That is Ed ants in the case, charging that the
last reorganization of Civil De- Dornan, of Thomaston, who as youngster took $8.40 from the Me
fense on a county level, about 10 deputy No. 4 is the disaster Lain School building on January
years ago.
Baide commented, chairman, in charge of feeding 25 after gaining entrance.

A TASK WELL DONE
In another column of this newspaper is the report that
Dr. C. Haiold Jameson has resigned as medical director of
Knox County Civil Defense and that Dr. Edward K. Morse
has volunteered to fill the important position vacated by the
resignation.
This brings to an end ten years of public service in a
job little known and little appreciated. Impressed with the
need for well co-prdinated medical effort, on a county level,
in case of natural disaster or enemy attack, Dr. Jameson
was one of the early workers for th«- cause of civil defense.
His inspiring example brought support from the other
members of the medical fraternity, from nurses, hospital
administrative personnel, first aiders, until today thc medi
cal part of our country’s civil defense is at a high state
of efficiency.
With a task well-done behind him Dr. Jameson deserves
the appreciation of the community. We feel that we ex
press the sentiments of all thinking citizens of Knox Countv
when we say “Well done, Doe ”

A SON BY ADOPTION
Photo by McKeon
King and Queen of the Warren High's Snow Carnival, crowned
Thursday night, an* Louise Lord and Paul Wood.

Pretty, 14 year old freshman
Louise Lord was crowned Queen
and cross country speedster and
basketball guard Paul Wood, a
sophomore, was crowned King of
the fourth annual Warren High
School Snow Carvinal held Tues
day night at Glover Hall in War
ren.
The crowning came as a high
light of the dance that drew the
largest crowd in the carnival’s
short history.
Miss lord is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Judson Lord of Warren
village and vice president of her
class. She is also a member of
the glee club and enrolled in the

college preparatory course. Plans
for the future are still indefinite at
this early date.
Paul, who placed with the lead
ers in the Medomak Valley League
cross country meet last fall, is also
a guard on the basketball squad
and a fielder on the Warren base
ball nine.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Wootl of East Warren, presi
dent of the sophomore class and
a member of the student council.
A gift was presented to Mrs. Le
Roy Gardner, PTA representative,
for her work in helping with ar
rangements for the affair. The
Warren PTA sponsored the carni
val.

nounce that a 50 per cent reduc
tion in entrance fees will be al
lowed to all members of the Out
ing Club who wear their member
ship buttons or can show their
membership card.
The admission committee an-

Bob Laite and Gil Harmon are
in charge of building an ice
throne where the King and Queen
of the Carnival will be crowned.
The Carnival is open to every
one and a big crowd is expected
from out of town.

RANGES

HARDWICK

Oil and Gas

APARTMENT

GAS RANGE

10% DISCOUNT

Was $109.95

Automatic Oven Lighting
Auto. Top Burner Lighting

Sale Price

ASK FOR OUR

$89.95

INSTALLED PRICE

Auto. Lighting On Oven
1

Black Garland

40"

30 GAL. RUUD

GAS RANGE

DINETTE

Was $382.50

GAS RANGE

Sale Price

Was $282.50

WATER HEATER

$249.50

Sale Price

$143.95

High Broiler, Large Oven,
2 Thermo-Set Top Burners,
1 Hour Timer and Lighted
Back Rail

$219.50

Alcoa Alloy

Large Grill and Oven
Heavy Duty

10 Year Replacement
Guarantee

In the passing of Dr. Everett C. Herrick Roekland sus
tained a sort of double loss. He became first of all a son
by marriage when he wedded one of Rockland’s finest
singers and personalities in Sarah Hall of the First Baptist
Church. Soon, through his frequent visits to this com
munity, Dr Herrick became so loved by the people that
he w’as also a son of Roekland by adoption.
He was one ot the most distinguished figures in reli
gious circles of the nation anti a speaker in constant de
mand, yet ever generous in favoring his adopted Rockland
home.

He was a past president of the Massachusetts Baptist
Convention but gained his highest recognition through his
epic years as president of the Andover-Newton Theological
Seminary.
Rockland has lost a strong man.

MAINE SHOULD TAKE HEED
More than a dozen Massachusetts towns have distin
guished themselves in recent years by closing their doors
to race-track promoters despite an onslaught of smooth
tongued propaganda about the financial “prosperity” a
track would bring.
Such victories in other towns should be encouraging to
communities like Shirley, where the race track question
comes up for balloting later this month. They show’ that a
proposed track, lor all its occasionally powerful backing
and its consistently illusory appeal, need not be meekly
accepted. They are inspiring examples of what can be done
by citizens w’ho see through the fog of misleading promises
and are alert to a track’s morally corrosive effect on indi
vidual and community life.
Yet Shirley’s residents cannot afford to be complacent
on the basis of what has been accomplished elsewhere in
saying “no” to track proposals.
Shirley voters have had all too little, time to weigh this
important issue, and the argument that a track would bring
in new’ tax revenue and fill the town’s need for new industry
could prove attractive to the unwary.
Those who want to keep out gambling and prefer to
build town prosperity on a solid foundation of honest labor
need to rally their combined strength with vigor and en
thusiasm. When this is done, the power of citizen unity
can be brought to bear on the problem effectively.—Chris
tian Science Monitor.

“Under bis guidance the state of and housing refugees and the coreadiness of county medical facili- 1 ordination of the civil defense efties and personnel has reached a fort with that of the American Red
high peak”.
Cross whose functions would parOnly within the last month he allel each other in time of natural
was the recipient of a certificate disaster.

MOVING IN NARROW WATERS
The reported offer of the United States to make a de
claration of support for free navigation in the Gulf of Aqaba
is a long step toward finding a solution to the EgyptianIsraeli impasse in the Middle East. It involves difficulties,
but they are worth the cost. It may not wholly satisfy
Israel, but it at least improves the situation.
The Strait of Tiran at the mouth of the gulf is only
about two miles wide, which under the most limited defi
nition puts the ship channel in territorial waters of Egypt
and Saudi Arabia, both of which wish to bottle up the Israeli
port of Elath. Nevertheless, there is a growing feeling
throughout the world that strategic waterways, wherever
located, should be open to international commerce.
If the United States, through President Eisenhower,
takes the contemplated position as to Aqaba, it will be with
the benefit of a statement by President Nasser’s govern
ment that Egypt has no intention of interfering with peace
ful shipping in the gulf. But in the past Egypt has made
some very narrow definitions of what is peaceful shipping
w’here Israel is concerned.
For example, Egypt intercepted shipments of wheat and
cement as being contraband in its “state of war” with
Israel despite the 1948 armistice. Will it then allow Persian
Gulf tankers to discharge oil at Elath either for Israeli use
or for an eventual pipeline to the Mediterranean? If so.
a very important gain will have been made under United
Nations auspices in behalf of the principle of free naviga
tion in narrow waters.
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WASHER

GAS DRYER
$215.95

$239.95
Reg. Price $339.95

Demonstrator

Quiet Heat

WALDOBORO'S SHARP SHOOTING

GUN BURNER
$249.95

Reg. Price S299.95

Demonstrator

McLOON HOME

& AUTO SUPPLY

INSTALLED

3 Controls and Oil Tank

Underdog Waldoboro came into 1
their own in the first round of thc '
region three Class M Western
Maine playoffs held in Wiscasset
Thursday, beating out Knox Coun
ty's only entrant, favored Camden
High. 52 to 48 in a tooth and nail
struggle that was decided in a
three minute overtime.
A scorcher all the way. WaldoI boro was outscored on the floor
hut made up thc difference at thc
foul line where they collected 18
against the Mustang's eight.
Bob Howe led the way in a per| feet 22 point performance with
' teammate Dana Verge throwing in
15 points.
! Roy Bennett fought his heart out
in sinking 18 points for the losers
while Dick Mitchell chipped in
with 11.
The Mustangs have beaten Wal
doboro twice during regular sea-

Church Notes

For Venison

At the First Universalist Church
in Rockland the regular service of
worship will be held at 11 a. m.
Music will he provided by the
choir under the direction of Es
ther S. Rogers and Vesta L. Orr,
organist. Rev. William J. Rob
bins will preach on the topic:
“Thinking About This Church To
day and Tomorrow.” The Church
School. Sam Collins, superintend
ent, meets at the some hour.
On Thursday night at 8 p. m. the
Fireside Fellowship will meet at
the home of the president, Mrs.
Miles R. Sawyer, 235 Broadway.
On Friday night at 6 p. m. the
annual family supper is to be
served in the vestry for the Boy
Scouts and Cub Scouts of Troop
203 with their parents.

A needy Waldoboro family was
presented fresh venison Thursday
evening because a Cushing man
lost his appetite for any deer meat
after inspecting damage caused by
the deer to the front of his late
model ranch wagon.
Warden Winfield Gordon reported that a 1955 Plymouth ranch
wagon driven by Fred Hynd of
Cushing sustained about $150 dam
age to thc* front section when it
ran into a 170 pound buck, on
Route 1 in Warren about 7.30 p. m.
Thursday.
The impact killed the deer and
Hynd. entitled to the meat by state
law, declined to accept it. Warden
Gordon turned the “kill” over to
i needy family in Waldoboro.
The driver was traveling west on
Route 1 at the time of the accident.

legal notice

OUT OF TOURNEY IN FIRST ROUND

Norge

No Appetite

Many a man is better this his
S reputation—but never better* than
] his principles.

FROM FOUL LINE SHOVES CAMDEN

Norge Automatic

Municipal Court

DETERMINE WISHES OF PUBLIC

EDITORIAL

BUNGALOW

CALORIC

AREA SCHOOL SUBCOMMITTEE TO

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17. 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5273.

Snow Carnival
The committee in charge of th°
Camden Winter Carnival ha.s
mowd the date ahead two days
to the 24th. a Sunday. The
change was made after it was
learned that many industrial and
business firms intended to operate
on Washington’s Birthday the
date originally planned
However, the Op* n House rec
ord hop planned for Saturday eve
ning the 23rd at the Snow Bowl I
Lodge will be held as scheduled. |
As plans are shaping up the
Carnival will be one of the largest
undertakings the Outing Club has
tackled for many years. Fun for
everyone is the theme of the
affair.
For example, Dr. and
Mrs. Millington are in charge of
a snow man building contest.
These snow men will be built by
entire families, each family con
testing with all othii families to
build the best and most interest
ing "man".
They will be built
along the drive from Hosmer
Pond Road to the Outing Club
Lodge. A $10 dollar cash prize
is toeing offered for the winner.
Dr. Millington savs "Coal for
eyes and butttons will be pro
vided, but all other decorations,
clothings, etc., must be brought
by the contestants.
Ham Hall and the Riding Club
are lining up sleighs for sleigh
rides
Elmer Joyce will be in
charge of sales. Owen Smith of
program arrangements, and Forrest Spear of judges.
The skiing will be run ofT bv
Qua Wieners, George Fernald.
and Fritz May. Tobogganing
events by Bill Hardy, Gleason
Perry and Leroy Alley.
Mort
Quantrell is in charge of parking.
Ttoe famous Yorkie will he in
charge of donations. Hap Calen
dar and Mark Wadsworth will run
the snowshoe events, and an
nounce that they svould like the
loan of several pairs for contest
ants who don't have their own.
Morgan Elmer will represent the
membership committee and Fred
Crockett will be grand marshal of
the parade.
A hockey game is being ar
ranged by Edward McDonald,
Bernard Young and Bill McLel
lan.

T ueiday-T huriday-Sat urday

son play, but lost this important
on,>Waldoboro (52)

Rf, Howe 9(4); lf. Turner (4);
C. Laine 1(2). Calderwood; rg,
Verge 4(7): Ig. Ogier 3. Blanch
ard 1).
(amilen (48)

Rf. Fugel 5; lf. Litchfield 2.
Drinkwater (21; e, Mitchell 3(5).
Powers (1); rg, Bennett 9; •gHurlburt.
Waldoboro.
11 23 36
Camden.
16 21 34

Ellery T. Nelson Inc.
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
First Choice Used Cars
TEL. 72#
ROCKLAND
BT. L NEW COUNTY RD.
104-tf

ORDINANCE NOTICE
The following ordinance had
Anal passage at the regular meet
ing of the City Council held Feb
ruary 11. 1957, and will become
effective twenty days after date
of final passage unless suspended
from going into operation by valid
referendum thereof:
It is hereby ordained by the
City Council of the City oi
Rockland as follows:
That Chapter 28. Zoning. Sec
tion 203. enumerating the Com
mercial Zones “C”, is hereby
amended by adding thereto:
Section 203.311. Beginning at
the easterly corner of the lot
of Charles Huntley on the Old
County Road, being No. 475
Old County Road, and running
northeasterly along the rear
lot fine of the Miller property,
recently purchased by Robert
C. and Gladys<* S. Bums from
Donald R. and Carolyn Miller,
as recorded in Book 349.’Pag'
241 of Knox Registry of Deeds.
February 14. 1956. to the prop
erty line of Robert C. and
Gladyse Burns approximately
108’; thence nortb.vesterlv
along the former Miller-Burns
line 75 feet; thence southeast
erly at • right angles approxi
mately 108’ to the Huntley line;
thence southeasterly along said
Huntley line 75’ to point of be
ginning, being the rear 75’ of
the entire lot conveyed as
above by Miller to Burns.
GERALD V MARGESON,
City Clerk.
21-It

Slow Down and Live!

*

♦

*

A 16 year old Belfast hoy plead
ed guilty to a charge of failing to
report an accident on a juvenile
delinquency warrant in Municipal
Court Friday morning and paid a
fine of $10 and $6 court costs.
The boy was driver of a car that
struck Maurice Lovejoy
of 140
Talbot Avenue, Wednesday
on
Main street knocking him to the
ground. Lovejoy received an in
jury to his right leg and was
treated at his home.
The boy stopped, but later drove
off when Lovejoy went into a
building. The accident was not
reported to police who traced the
youth through the car’s registra
tion.
A New 4-H Girls’ Club
Mrs. Sherwood Cook is leader of
a new 4-H Club organized Monday
with Sally Field as president and
Susie Cook, secretary, Janice
Bryant, vice president, Elizabeth
Carter, reporter, Palma Kilpinen,
song leader, Joyce Stanley, treas
urer, Ellen Salmi, Ann Gledhill.
flag bearers, and Marjorie Banks,
Cheer leader.
Foods and clothing seem to be
the projects of interest.

First Choice
USED CARS
1955

CHEVROLET 4-DOOR STATION WAGON

1955

CHEVROLET 210 2-DOOR

1955

DODGE LANCER 2-DOOR

1955

PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE SPORT COUPE

1954

HUDSON SUPER WASP

1952

DODGE CORONET 4-DOOR

1951

DODGE CORONET CLUB COUPE

1951

PLYMOUTH CRANBROOK 4-DOOR

1951

PLYMOUTH SPORT COUPE

1950

CHEVROLET 4-DOOR, P. Glide

1950 NASH RAMBLER CONVERTIBLE
1949 CHEVROLET STYLEUNE DELUXE 4-DOOR
1949 PLYMOUTH CONVERTIBLE
1949 DODGE ROADSTER
1947 PLYMOUTH CLUB COUPE
1947 DODGE
TON PICK-UP

ELLERY T. NELSON, INC.
ROUTE 1 ON THE THOMASTON-ROCKLAND LINE
TEL. ROCKLAND 720
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdoy
Volunteers week of February
18th of the Cancer Society are:
Monday, Mrs. Frank Horeyseck
ot Rockland; Tuesday, Mrs. Les
ter Adams and Mrs. Harold Rich
ardson of Thonrastun; Wednes
day. Miss Peggy Simms at Clark
Island and Mrs. Robert Chisholm
of Rockland; Thursday. Mrs. Rob
The Board of Directors for the ert W. Hudson and Mrs. John Mc
Loon of Rockland; Friday, office
Home For Aged Women will meet
Tuesday, Feb. 19, at 2.30 p. m. at I closed
the home of Mrs. Robert Hudson
City Manager Lloyd Allen was
on Masonic Street.
in Boston Wednesday to arrange
for th'e financing of a bond issue
Stanley Clark of Union has been
of the city with which to construct
listed on the honor roll for the
the island ferry terminal at Scho
second term at Gould Academy
field-White
Park through the
in Bethel.
Rockland Port District.

Pogo Three

Rockport, Union

GALLANT HEADS FISHERMEN FOR

To Play For

THIRD YEAR; WAGE DISCUSSIONS
WITH NATIONAL SEA START SOON

Medomak Title

ask

for

a

modified

when he meets the new owners. A
guarantee of a minimum wage of
$100 to $150 per trip was men
tioned as he observed that men
should be entitled to some compen
sation for two weeks at sea, even
though the trip might be without
profit.
Such a guarantee would come
under a share plan, such as the
60-40 with the minimum made a
part of the contract. In other
ports, share plan fishermen do
have, on some boats, a minimum
guarantee should a trip prove to
be a “broker.”
He also noted that men who
were on Birds Eye boats when
they tied up last fall have left the
city to find other employment.
They might be hard to bring back
unless the local pay pattern was
better than elsewhere,
The new’ owners are in the Tirocess of incorporating the Rockland
operation in a United State* corporation.
Although they will assume operatiort of the local plants and
fleet March 1, it is not expected
that trawlers will be put to sea
immediately, due to the task of
fitting out and getting crews together.

The Rockport and Union High
The Maine Fishermen’s Associa crews belong to another union.
School court squads, tied for first
tion, meeting Wednesday evening
The association head said that
place during the regular season
at the Grand Army Hall, elected he would go into the discussions
play, will meet in a Feb. 28 battle
your Capt. Henry Gallant, founder of on wages ready to work for his
on the neutral Community Build (Mwpital.
members’ best interests, and with
Coming Events
the group, president for his third
ing court to determine the Medo
a willingness to work with man[Social and community events j
one year term.
mak Valley League 1956-57 cham MRS. FLORA E. ROBBINS
agement to the beat interests of
are solicited for this calendar. All
pionship.
Mrs. Flora E. Robbins. 99,
Named to join his official staff both.
are free and spare here cannot be
Both teams have racked up a widow of James W. Robbins, were: Henry Columb of Thomas
He experts the company to prepurchased. Strictly commercial
record of seven wins and one loss formerly of Belfast, died Wednes
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
ton, first vice president; William sent two or more plans, both based
in their regular eight game circuit day at the home of her daughter.
cannot be accepted. The decision
on percentages of the catches and
of the editor is final.1
schedules. The Loses were to each Miss Evelyn Robbins, of 12 Gurdy Molloy of Rockland, second vice with the crew sharing expenses.
other.
Feb. 15 — Woman’s Educational
Street, Rocklgnd, where she had president; Miss Lillian Messer, Most New’ England trawlers now’
Club meets at the Farnsworth
Game time is 7.30 p. m. with the made her home for the past 10 treasurer and Mrs. Hazel Hocking work on a 60 per cent payment of
Museum at 3 p. m.
possibility that a preliminary years.
as secretary, both of Rockland.
earnings for the crew’ and 40 per
Feb. 21—Emblem social meeting
Knox County deputy sheriffs |
game will be scheduled. Rockport
Gallant said Friday that he was cent tor the owners. Both sides
An
Augusta
man
received
slight
Mrs. Robbins was born at Dee
at the Elks Home at 8 p. ni.
were investigating a case of van- I
Feb 22 Washington’s Birthday.
burns of the right hand when the is defending 1955-56 champions.
Isle, December 25. 1867. the prepared to discuss wage con assume certain expenses of the
Feb. 22—Golden Rod Chapter, da,ism at Ingraham’s Hill Thurs I rear cushion of his 1956 Plymouth
daughter of Frank and Susan tracts with National Sea Product*. operation, according to agreeOES, will meet at the Masonic day when How’ard E. Tarr, pro- !I taxicab caught fire from a dis
Ltd., next week when officials of ments made.
Eaton Hansel.
Temple at 6.30 p. m.
prietor of a Gulf station there re
Wit h Birds Eve, crewmen were
Surviving besides her daughter that firm will come here from
Fob. 26—Zonta dinner meeting at ported a plate glass window had carded cigarette butt at Park Friendship
HELEN FALEB
Place late
Wednesday
night.
the Thorndike Hotel at 6.30 p. m.
: are: six sons, John E. Robbins. their Nova Scotia headquarters. on the wage plan, so called, which
been
broken
sometime
during
the
The Canadian firm takes over paid each deck man a minimum of
Correspondent
March 1—Methehesec Club meets
Rockland firemen were called to
Otis E. Robbins, Robert M. Rob
Tel Temple 2-9954
with Mrs. Maude Blodgett at night. An empty bottle had been extinguish the flames in the
ownership and operation of the $270 per trip with the company asbins.
Chester
F.
Robbins,
Jesse
thrown through the front window,
2.30 o. m.
Birds Eye fillet plant, shipyard suming all expenses. Added to
cushion of the car owned and op
March 6—Ash Wednesday.
breaking a section about two by
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson McLeod of J. Robbins and Harry C. Rob and fleet of trawlers on March 1. this were extensive benefits in inAnrii 1-4—Farm and Home Week three feet. Damage to a Venetian erated by J. A. Parquette of Au Stoneham, Mass., and Mr. and bins. all of Belfast; a half-broth
The changeover cancels all previ surance, vacations and retireon the University of Maine blind was reported. The station gusta. They applied first aid to
Mrs E. Roger Gowell and friends er, Parker Eaton of Deer Ilse; ous contracts of the local union ment. Masters, mates and engicampus
the man’s hand which he burned
seven grandchildren; six great
which represents trawler crews rteers were on higher scales.
April 9—Musical Concert at the is located on the South Thomaston while pulling the cushion from the of South Portland were at their
cottage*, Timber Point on Sunday. grandchildren and several cousins. and fillet plant workers. Shipyard
Federated Church in Thomaston road.
Gallant observed that he might
sedan. The fire, which occurred
Funeral services will be held
featuring Bess Batty Gowdy,
Kenneth
Cushman
returned
about
10.15
p.
m
.
caused
about
$35
pianist, and Carl
Webster,
Saturday
(today!
at
2
p.
m.
from
home from Knox Hospital on Wed
Carleton Thurston of Rockland,
cellist.
the Coombs Funeral Home in Bel LOBSTERMEN WILLING TO UP
nesday.
has assumed his duties as coastal damage.
Speaks Words of
April 19—Good Friday.
Mr. and
ind Mrs. Harvey Simmons fast with Rev. Roy S. Graffam of
supervisor of the Grant’s Dairy
April 21—Easter.
One of
Rockland’s veteran have been visiting in Chelmsford, the Methodist Church officiating. MEASURE IF MASSACHUSETTS
Undiluted Praise
Aug. 2, 3. 4—Rockland Sea Food; plants. He was advanced to the
musicians said yesterday — “I Mass.
Interment will be in Grove Ceme
Festival.
position from his former job of
WILL
SET
MAXIMUM
LENGTH
Rockland, Maine, Feb. 13.
have an idea our gang would wel
Mr. and •
tery. Belfast, in the spring.
Rockland plant manager for the
. „
,
. .
...
Editor of The Courier-Gazette,
come an invitation to volunteer mons have
THE WEATHER
The current poll of members of sixteenth
to spend a vaca
of
an
meh
providing
a
D
,
,
, ...
dairy.
The area includes the
..
.
r
r.
Rockland. Maine
February may be playing a Dr, Rockland and Belfast plants and their services for Bun Thompson tion with Mr. and Mrs. Norman CLAYTON M. OLIVER
the Maine Lobs'ermen’s Associa- uniformed measure was estab
So often we fall to count our
Jekyl-Mr. Hyde stunt on us this the territory between Belfast and Night’s dance. Wc all know him Simmons and Mrs. Inez Dodge in
After a long illness, during which tion indicatea tliat lobstermen of lished. Two years ago the vote
year, but thus far the good doctor Bath. Thurston was a former’ and like him and would like to Florida.
blessings!
he was faithfully cared for by his; this state are in favor of a uni-; was exactly opposite.
help.”
has turned his smiling counten
George Joyce of Portland was in wife. Clayton M. Oliver died at his form lobster measure for all lobA maximum measure must be
Assuredly among them. In a
member of the Rockland Police
ance upon us to such good effect
town on Wednesday.
home in Friendship on Jan. 28. H- s'ei producing states, Association agreed on with Massachusetts or' communal sense, is the benefacDepartment.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Cite
have
that only patches of snow' and ice
was born in Waldoboro, Oct. 26. President Leslie Dyer reported this state’s lobster fishermen will tion to Rockland and its adjacent
returned from a business and Father and Son District Meeting
are to be found and the ice has
oppose any increase in their mini
A two car accident on James
1875, the eldest daughter of Olive Friday.
The
following
attended
the
communities of the Knox County
gone out of the river and with it Itreet early Thursday evening pleasure trip with Mr. Urie doing
The
lobstermen
have
not mum measure, the president ex
Father and Son District Scout J. Keene and Llewellyn H. Oliver
General Hospital.
some
buying
for
the
Sporting
several smelt houses. We still feel resulted in minor damage to both
changed
their
minds
oil
increas

plained.
Meeting in Waldoboro on Tuesday of North Waldoboro. He attended
With validity of experience ln
this mild February busines is too vehicles and slight injuries to two Goods Department of H. H. Urie
Dyer was hopeful because of
evening from Friendship Boy the schools of Waldoboro and later ing the minimum measure unless
more than 20 instances elsewhere,
and
Company.
In
Wiekford.
R.
I.,
good to be true and that Mr. Hyde occupants of the cars, Rockland
Massachusetts
adopts
a
double

the
closeness
of
such
an
agree

Scout Trooj) No. 98. Scouts, David became a master ship-wright.
since I was discharged from the
may turn on us with a heavy Police reported. The accident in they visited former Maine War
On June 11, 1902 he was united gauge measure with a maximum ment at this time.
Lash, Lester Black, Jr., Irving
Army in 1948, I appreciate some
snowfall any day. We still be volved a 1950 Pontiac sedan den ’’Bill” Snow and familyIn other results of the poll, the
Lash, Wesley Lash, Elmer Jame in marriage with Gertrude Belle of at least five and one-quarter
authenticity of appraisal.
moan the passing of the steeple of driven by Ralph U. Clark, 66. of now with the U. S. Fish and Wild
inches,
it
was
also
stated.
bill
making
it
illegal
to
haul
lob

son, 3d. Norman Davis, Robert Miller of Friendship and soon
High indeed Is my estimate of
the First Baptist Church along 386 Broadway and a 1940 Chev life Service. They attended the
Maine lobstermen believe their ster or crab traps between oneKneiper, Brian Simmons, Ronald after bought the house in Friend
the
competence of the Administra
Sportsmen
’
s
Show
in
Boston
and
with its bell, clock and weather rolet sedan operated by Sherman
Prior, Frederick MacFarland, and ship which has been his late resi maximum measure of five inches half hour after sunset and one- tion, the medical staff, and of the
vane. Apparently TV has made E. Eaton. 68. of 170 Rankin Street, spent an evening with their form
is
good
conservation,
Dyer
said,
half
hour
before
dawn
during
the
John Lamb; fathers, Elmer Jame dence. To the Olivers were born
"starched angels” sometimes cas
the weathervane business poor. police said. Katherene Lagonegio, er Rockland High School class
son. 2d, Lester Black. Winfield four children, Llewellyn Herbert. but would accept the five and one- months of June to October was ually referred to mere’y as
mate,
Mrs.
Robert
Mitchell
At least they are getting very
quarter maximum if the lobster- overwhelming endorsed,
8, a rider in the Clark car re
"nurses.” But the attribute of
(Dorothy Cooper), and husband in Lash, Ralph Davis, Donald Car Sadie Frances. Ira Lowell and men of Massachusetts would
" source.’’
The lobstermen so far disapceived slight bruises and Shirley
ter,
and
John
Lash.
Three
of
the
Pauline
Venora.
competence alone does not ade
Milton. Mass. While visiting their
Walker, 31, seated in Eaton's
Mr. Oliver continued to build agree. This would be to establish proved permission for non-resi- quately express my true feeling.
daughter, Alice, they were shown Scouts, Lester L. Black, Jr., Ron
Capt. Winfield L. Chatto of Bat
vehicle suffered a slight neck in
ald
Prior,
Brian
Simmons,
had
boats
with Wilbur A. Morse of a uniform measure under the dent minors to obtain apprentice At the Knox Hospital there
through the fine modern Home
tery D 703d AAA is attending a
lobster fishing licenses by nearly abides an unfeigned warmth—a
jury. Neither required hospital
the honor of leading over 200 dads Friendship and later with double gauge, he added.
Economic Department in Betwick
two week anti-aircraft artillery
Today, lobstermen are voting four to one and agreed that sug.
treatment. Damages of $150 were
and their Scout sons in repeating Charles and Elmus Morse of
generosity of spirit instantly and
officers refresher course at Fort estimated by police to the grille, High School where Miss Crie re
two to one to increase the mini- pension of licenses should be left constantly communicated to the
the Boy Scout Oath.
Thomaston, many of which were
cently went to teach. In Portland
Bliss, Texas, base of the Army
mum legal measurement of three aa a duty of the Commissioner of
hood, radiator and right front
patient. Whereas discipline is not
his own designs. While in Friend
( Piurch Notices
anti-aircraft and guided missile fender of Clark’s sedan. Negligi they found their daughter, Celia,
and two-sixteenths inches an extra Spa and Shore Fjsheries.
lacking, there is consistently, es
ship
he
became
active
in
the
The expository sermon last Sun
had “made" the Westbrook Jun
school.
I A hearing of the committee on
ble damage was reported to the
ior College varsity basketball day was well received at the Ad Knights of Pythias and the Masons, Gertrude Weaver, Mrs. Shirley Sea an<j Shore Fisheries was held pecially on the part of the nurses,
other car. Police said the acci
Pastor and also played in the Friendship Bowley and Mrs. Starrett of War-I jn Augusta Wednesday during a natural and ebullient good
Wednesday firemen were called
team a second year and was also vent Christian Church.
dent occurred when Clark struck
perhaps more effective
to the home of Franceso Baudanza
very busy working on the col Pender this week will continue Brass Band. For a number of ren; Mr. and Mrs. Virgii Morse, J which proposed legislation covered humor,
than any other prescription.
the rear section of Eaton’s car
years
he
served
as
selectman
and
using
Philippians,
chapter
H.
of 88 Main street where a flooded
lege yearbook, ’’The Tower”—
Mrs. Glenys Burnheimer, Mrs. by several of the questions in the
which was stopped. The collision
I salute the Knox General Hoaoil burner was reported. They
having been elected by her class Those attending the 10.30 service was chairman of the school com Pearley Genthner of Waldoboro; poll were drawn up.
occurred about 5.30 p. m.
pital with gratitude and respect.
will need their Bibles. Steward mittee. He was also a member of
stood by until the burner had
to serve as their Art Editor.
Mrs. Colby Wallace and Mrs. Les
Voting would continue, Dyer
Sincerely,
ship instruction will be presented the Friendship Methodist Church.
burned out. No damage was re
ter Burns of Back Cove; George said.
BORN
Peter Cameron.
by
Mrs.
Pearl
Pender
in
the
Sun
In
1938
he
went
to
Fairhaven,
A
great
many
motorists
never
ported.
•laelwon—At
Knox
Hospital,
L. Oliver and Mrs. Charles Bur
day
School
at
12
m.
The
second
Mass.,
to
act
as
foreman
of
the
stop
to
think
—
and
others
never
Feb. 15, to Mr. and Mrs. True
gess of Union; Mis. George A.
in the series of special evening Kelley Boat Yard where he re
Two Coastal Area students at Jackson of Waldoboro, a daugh think to stop.
Mank and Mrs. Sterling Morse of UNIVERSALISTS ELECT ROCKPORT
services will open at 7 o'clock. mained for nine years until He re
Bowdoin College are included in a ter.
Rockland.
Smith
—
At
Watertown.
Mass..
CARD
OF
THANKS
The
theme
song
will
be
used
as
an
list of 12 who attained straight
tired. After his retirement he re
TEACHER, REV. WILLIAM ROBBINS,
Feb. 11. to Mr. and
Mrs.
The
family
of
the
late
Clayton
instrumental number by Stillman turned to Maine and continued to
’’A” grades during the fall semes Benjamin Smith (Joan Baum), a
lilt. E. C. HLRIIK k
M. Oliver wish to express their Havener, Mrs. Pearl Pender and
NEW PASTOR OF THEIR CHURCH
ter in the entire college.
They son—Glen Thomas.
design boats until about three
appreciation for the many cards
Rev. Dr. Everett Carleton Her
Message, years ago.
are Edward L. Baxter, son of
and letters of sympathy sent to Mrs. Frank Conary.
The Rev. William J. Robbins of uating in 1935 with a major in
MARRIED
"Then Jesus Came Preaching.”
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Baxter of
them.
The funeral was held at the rick, who died Wednesday at New Glen Cove was elected pastor of romance languages,
Hastings-Parker
—
At
Rockland.
Tuesday,
7
p.
m.
prayer
and
testi

ton,
Mass.,
was
president
emeritus
West Meadow Road, Rockland,
Waltz Funeral Home in Waldoboro
the Universalist Church in RockHe studied at Andover-Newton
Feb. 13, Lewis Hastings of Rock
CARD OF THANKS
mony meeting.
Thursday, 7 on Feb. 2. The Rev. David W. Bell of Andover Newton Theological
who is a junior; and Arthur E. land apd Miss Priscilla Parker ot
land during a parish supper meet- Theological Seminary until 1938
1 wish to take this means of o'clock Bible study and 8 o'clock
Strout. a senior who was recently Nashua. N. H.. by Rev. Charles expressing my heartfelt apprecia
of
the
Friendship
Methodist School.
ing held Wednesday night.
and following completion of his
Dr. Herrick, president of the
elected to Phi Beta Kappa. Strout R Monteith.
tion of the many cards, gifts and teacher training. The Loyal Work Church officiated. The Masonic
He
will
assume
his
duties
in
studies served three and one-half
is the son of Judge and Mrs. Al
thoughtful acts accorded me dur ers will send a delegation to Ban Ritualistic Service was presented Massachusetts Baptist Convention September of this year, following years as a chaplain with oversea
DIED
gor
Friday
to
the
District
Youth
in
1923-24,
was
installed
as
presi

ing
my
recent
illness,
especially
fred M. Strout of Thomaston.
by the Meduncook Lodge of
completion of his duties as Latin units of the Army Air Force durRobbins—At Rockland. Feb. 13, the "Newhert’s crowd”.
Fellowship Rally.
Friendship with Woodrow Verge, dent of Newton Theological Insti and English instructor at Rockport Ing World War IL
I Mrs. Flora Robbins, formerly of
Harold
L.
Karl,
tution, one of the first Baptist
A meeting or the Rockland Belfast, age 89 y4ars.
Funeral
Rockland Maine.
He stayed for 10 years at Brown
If anyone is interested in maga Master, and Elden L. Cook, Chap seminaries in the United States in High School where he has been a
Ground Observer Corps members services today at 2*p. m. from the
lain.
member
of
the
staff
since
Sep

Universtiy
as an assistant profes
zines
of
any
kind,
call
Sherwood
E.
and potential members will he Coombs Funeral Home in Belfast
CARD OF THANKS
The pall-bearers were Winfield 1926.
After that school and Andover tember of 1956. He is also owner sor of religion and chairman of
held on February 20 a.t 7.30 p. m. with Rev. Roy S. Graffam of the
I wish to thank Dr. Soule, Dr. Frost, Tel. 1181J or 158 No. Main Lash, Robert S. Lash. Jr., Harold
Church
officiating. Jameson, the nurses. Pleasant street for prompt and courteous
at the Farnsworth Museum for an Methodist
Theological
Seminary
became of the Ledges Motel in Glen Cove, the Department of Religion.
Burial in Grove Cemetery in Bi 1- Valley Grange and my many service. McCall's, 1 yr., $3.00; Lash, Douglas Lash and Howard
In other business Wednesday,
instructional period.
The group fast in the spring.
affiliated
in
1931.
he
continued
as having purchased the property
friends for their kindness to mr Red Book, I yr., $3.00; Saturday Lash. Interment was in the fam president of the joint institution last year.
members of the parish voted to
will view tilms shown by repre
while I was a patient at Knox Evening Post, 1 yr., $6.00; Ladies' ily lot at the Roadside Cemetery
Married and the father of two sell or rent the parsonage located
sentatives of the U. S. Air Force
until 1946. He was a former
Hospital, also for the cards and Home Journal, 1 yr., $3.50; Holi in Friendship.
and refreshments will be served
member of the board of managers children, Rev. Mr. Robbins will at 66 Talbot avenue, untenanted
gifts.
Rockland is fortunate to
To mourn his loss he leaves his
of the Baptist Board of Education succeed Rev. George H. Wood who since the resignation of Rev. Mr.
following the meeting. All resi
have a hospital like ours with day, 1 yr., $5.00; Down East, 1 yr.,
widow, two sons. Llewellyn and
$3.00.
19
’
24
resigned from the pastorate last Wood.
such a competent staff of doctors
and Publication Society
dents of Rockland interested in
Ira, one brother. George L. Oliver
and for such a fine Medical Cen
The pastorate
has
The new pastor will live in Glen
A native of Livermore, Maine, September.
the Corps’ work are invited to at
of Union; two grandchildren. Mrs.
ter.,
he graduated from Colby College been vacant since that time, al- Cove,
tend.
21*lt
Earl H. Barter.
That Generations
Kenneth Johnson of St. George in 1898 and from Newton Theoiogi- ’hough Rev. Mr. Robbins has
The church will also enter into
and Leonard C. Stetson of Whit calInstitution in 1901, whenor -served as interim
>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<
pastor.
Unionservices with the CongregaCARD OF THANKS
*
to Come may
man, Mass.; eight great grand dained. He was married to the 'Horn in Somerville, Mass.,
in tional and Methodist Church in
I wish to thank my friends and
MILLER'S
neighbors for their kindness to me
Rnumbcr children; three nieces, Mrs. late Sara Hall of Rockland early 1913. he attended Somerville High Rockland during July and August,
Glenys Burnheimer of Waldoboro. in life.
in the loss of my husband. Espe
I School and Harvard College grad- it was decided.
GARAGE
cially Dr. Earle, Wilfred Lloyd,
The Lord is my shep
Mrs. Charles Burgess of Union and
Mont Arey, Harvey Tolman, Fran
Mrs. John Teger of Wayland.
The Best Place Ta
herd: I shall not want.
cis Conway and family and Mr.
Mass.; one nephew, Fred Oliver,
and
Mrs.
Hudson
Conway,
also
Buy a
Psalms 23:1
Jr., of Somerville. Mass.; also two
for the beautiful flowers from
GOOD USED CAR
relatives and friends and the peo
cousins, Albert O. Strout of St.
ple that loaned their cars. May
25-31 Rankin Street
Petersburg, Fla., and Mrs. Har34-ThAS-tf ,
God be good too them as he has
land Hussey of Norton. Mass.
been
to
me.
ff'atch for a Great Prom
The effort of those outside the
Mrs. Edith Newbert. I
ANNOUNCES
ise from the Bible in this
state to attend the funeral, and
Vinalhaven.
21-lt
space every Saturday.
those from out-of-town and also
those in town who came to the fu
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
neral, the many cards received by
Ours is a helpful, friendly
SHEEP-LINED Jacket for sale,
the family, also gifts and messages
service rendered as by
also, plaid wool skirt, plaid wool
sent and the great number of
BURPEE
one neighbor to another.
suit, pr. lined dungarees, sweat
Beginning February 15th, we will accept any real estate which you may own,
beautiful floral arrangements, were
ers and blouses, all for $5. should
Funeral Home
as a trade-in towards the purchase of another home. In this way, it won't be
a fitting tribute to the esteem in
fit girl 12-13 years old. 51 WIILOW
STREET. ,
21*23
DAVIS
which Clayton Oliver was regard
BARRETT M. JORDAN, PNR
necessary to sell your present house before arranging to purchase another.
IlWM.
cbaKt . M
NEW Pair of Glasses with dark
Established 1830
ed by many friends.
FUNERAL HOMES
horned rims lost.
Please notify
We will allow you an immediate CASH TRADE-IN value on your present real
He
made
many
sacrifices
for
the
«aiy far ymer lifetime, beet
MAX F. SPRAGUE. Boothbay
We cm
ROCKLAND
TEL. SM
_____
well
being
of
his
family.
He
was
Harbor, Tel. 636.
21-lt
estate, towards any other real estate offered for sale by this agency.
and
lie UMKROCK STREET
an earnest believer in things per
trough omr wide selection of Rods
THOMASTON
ATTRACTIVELY Dee. f Rm.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
of Age* bmely mooumeBt*. Each •
taining to the spiritual life, was
Unfurn. Agt. to let on Camden
Trade Your House Like You Would Trade Your Car
never vain or pretentious. He
Street with bath. elec, stove and
refrig. h. w. heat. TEL. 1219 or
was fair and tolerant in his deal
939
21-tf
For Full Details Contact:
ings with others and he was kind.
Those living away from Friend
ship who attended the funeral
WARREN ToL CRestwd 3-2981 were: Capt. John G. Murley of
MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
CAMDEN
TeL 2151 Fairhaven, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
Knox-Llnroln-Waldo Counties
FOR 74 YEARS
Leonard C. Stetson of Whitman.
3-8-tt
DOROTHY DIETZ, Mgr.
Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. George Hodg
PHONE THOMASTON 175
son of Auburn; Mr. and Mrs. Ken
PHONE CEdor 6-2117
OFFICE ACROSS FROM
neth Johnson and Mrs. Irving
William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
or 6-3977
V
illage
green
,
camden
\nhPS>
Bracy of St. George; Capt. and
AUTMONlZIO |
Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine
Mrs.
Herbert
C.
Miller
and
Miss
01 A I I ■
'
1-S-tf
Lela Clark ot Thomaston; Mrs.
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Leaders Attend
Breads Sessicn

Bacheller Refutes Inference In Legislature
That Maine Poultry Improvement Association
Is Introducing And Supporting New Tax Bill

THREE HUNDRED WOMEN FROM 27

COMMUNITIES INFORMED ON BEST

CLOTHING BUYING PRACTICES
Mrs. Sylvia Keene of Nobleboro,
county foods leader for KnoxMrs. Esther Gross of Waldo Irving Smith of Ovls Head, and
Uncoln County Extension Asso
boro, county clothing leader, pre Valerie, the three year old daugh
ciation recently conducted train
The long awaited industry tax and has never sponsored the bill.
“Some favor the commodity sided at the all day meeting of ter of Mr. and Mrs. Miles Leach
ing classes on bread specialties
He
notes
that
of
the
nine
county
taxes
while others cannot see any Knox-Lincoln Extension Women of Warren.
at Thomaston and Newcastle for bill for the Maine poultry industry
Elaine Hoffses, 4-H Dress Re
poultry improvement associations benefits. It apparently does not on Tuesday at the Farnsworth
foods leaders in Knox and Lincoln was filed in legislature this week.
vue ■winner of 1956, modeled six
voting on the proposal in the past raise per capita consumption and Museum in Rockland.
So we are being asked to back
By Henry Teague
Counties.
The statement of Representative months, seven voted it down while I don't believe it raises the marMrs. Charlotte Smith. Exten changes of clothing which she had
a bill that is going to force us to
Included in the meetings were ! Besse <R_cnnton) as he filed the
Bv the time you read this arti
two approved.
ket price. It does raise the pro-1 sion clothing specialist, present- made herself. Amy Cook model
pay thousands of dollars and the
the making of pizza. French , bill that he was doing so at the
The Maine Poultry Improvement duction cost which tightens the , ed the general clothing picture on ed comparable clothing furnished cle it is possible that the poultry spending of that money is going
bread, hard crusted rolls and request of a tax commttee of the Association, which represents all narrow profit margin
industry tax bill may have started to be in the hands of a group of
j fabrics, colors, care and styles to by the Beil Shop of Rockland.
English muffins. Mrs. K< nne was Maine Poultry Improvement Asso- county associations, voted against
Exhibits were arranged by on its way through the legislative seven, presumably without pre
I the audience which was made up
Commission
To
Spend
Funds
assisted at each meeting by Mrs. ciation brought immediate re- lhe prOpOsed bill in November
Coffin’s. Newberry’s and Savitt’s, process that could make it a law. vious training in handling such a
of women from 27 communities.
Mabel K. Folsom, home demon spouse from Chester Bacheller of and re.affi,.mcd its vOtc in De.
“The tax proposal states the
A panel composed of home all of Rockland.
Chester D. Bacheller of Liming fund.
funds are to be expended by a
atration agent.
Limington,
president of
the cember
Registration was in charge of ton, president of the Maine Poul
I think I am joined by the
makers. Mrs. Ruth Goodridge of
commission of seven men appoint
The classes were attended b>
LPIABacheller noted that he and
I Camden. Mrs. Margaret Knowlton Mrs. Evelyn Cates and Mrs. try Improvement Association is majority of the egg producers of
ed
by
the
Commissioner
of
Agrileaders of 30 communities. At
He. Bacheller. states that the Ra,ph Hunt Qf Lincolnville
Flanders of Rockland. recognized as the leader of the Maine in thinking that the folks
,.
...
! of Owls Head; teen-agers,
® ’ Miss Grace
tending were: Mrs. Esth
H i MPIA is not sponsoring the bill. members of the committee ap- culture. This means that anyone! Amy Cook of Tenants Harbor
and Ushers and hosteses were: Mrs. opposition while it is apparent who are trying to put this tax
can be on that commission who is
rick and Mrs Georgia Browne”
pointed by Dean Deering of the
Miss Elaine Hoffses of Camden; Helen Ingraham of Rockport. from recent communications that through the 1957 legislature are
of Hope, Mrs. Dorothy Hamalai Bolan. Mrs. Virginia Sturdee, University of Maine College of in anyway connected with the
store representatives, Mrs. Helvi Mrs. Jean Laukka of Warren. Donald Corbett of Winslow, chair- jumping the gun. Possibly in an
nen and Mrs. Bena Andrews oi Mrs. Ruth Clark, Mrs. Helen Mar- Agriculture to draw up a tax bill poultry industry. This isn’t our
Fisk of the Fashion Shop in Rock- '.Mrs. Alma Ulmer of Simon.on’s man of the tax committee, is other two to four years, some
West Rockport, Mrs. Eleanor r ner, Mrs. Muriel Wadsworth, proposal, have been opposed to the idea of a democratic method. We
land. Worth Kaufman of Greg- Corner, and Mrs. Evelyn Merri- the chief proponent of the meas definite plans can be worked out
would
like
to
see
real
poultrymen
Hodgkins and Mrs. Eleanor Al Mrs. Betty Horton, Mrs. Barbara tax bill from the first. Both men
for using such a fund.
ory’s in Rockland, and Douglas ( field of West Rockport.
ure.
bert of Jefferson. Mrs. Alma Bryant. Mrs. Priscilla Lankton. stated last week that they were on that commission. We would
Kelley of Achorn’s in Camden, j Chairs and room arrangements
In a talk before the Independent j Let's all get up there to Aulike
to
have
them
nominated
or
Ulmer and Mrs. Anne P.nkham of Mrs. Betty Pires. Mrs. Jackie Mc opposed and so informed other
discussed the clothing situation were taken care of by the Farns- Egg Producers Association at gusta when the legislative hearSimonton’s Corner, Mrs. Virginia Lain of Rockland and Mrs. Doro members of the committee who elected by industry segments and
perhaps then approved by the com-, from their respective viewpoints. , worth Museum and th* Thomas their last meeting at the Fams- ing on the hill is called. We '.vant
Ward of Nobleboro.
thy Potter of Lincolnville.
are either processing firm repre
worth Museum at Rockland, Mr. to take no chances that the bill's
A question and answer period foi- ton Extension group,
Mrs. Dorothy Childs. Mrs. Edith
Evangelistic meetings will be sentatives or University staff mission.
lowed the panel discussion.
In charge of exhibits were Mrs. Bacheller warned that the bill proponents pack the hearing. In
Candage and Mrs. Evelyn Cates held at the Camden Pentecostal members.
Who Favors Tills Tax
Mrs. Helen Wentworth of Hope Gladys Orff of Rockland and Mrs. might go in this week. He said the meantime. I am going to drop
of Rockland, Mrs. Frances Par- j Church, Conway Road, pastor,
This week, at the request of the
“We can easily understand why was commentator for the style Hazel Hills of Warren,
that we needed more than mere a line to members of our Knox
menter of Vinalhaven. Mrs. Lawrence Heard. Meetings will York County Poultry Improve- any College Dean or Agricultural show, which completed the pro- j The planning committee for the numbers at the legislative hear County delegation. My letters
Laura Harjula of Themaston. be held nightly at 7.30 p. m. ex- ment Association Mr. Bacheller Commissioner would like to sec
gram. Clothing for pre-school : meeting included: Mrs. Charlotte ing, we actually need some good alone wouldn’t bear much weight,
Mrs. Arlene Woodman and Mrs. cept Monday through March 3rd, issued a letter to all Maine poul- such a tax bill enacted. It means
children was furnished by the ! Smith of Orono, Mrs. Esther speakers willing to stand before a but if all you egg producers ex
Mildred Edwards of Ov.lt Head. with talented musician and Gos- trymen. The letter, which foi- more money. Money, to hire perChildren's Specialty Shop in Rock Gross of Waldoboro and Mrs. microphone and talk against the press yourselves, they will get a
Mrs. Juanita Hawes. Mrs. Mary pel preachers, Evangelist
and lows, best explains the situation sonnel, increase operating funds land and modeled by Craig, the Mabel K. Folsom, home demon bill.
good picture of how we feel about
Gurney and Mrs. Leatrice Burns Mrs. L. N. Grimi. Mr. and Mrs. up to the moment.
nnd start more projects. The only two year old son of Mr. and Mrs stration agent, of Rockland.
The MPIA has already express the bill. How about it?
of North Union. Mrs. Myrtle Grimi are both graduates of the To All Maine Poultrymen:
question is—do we need all of
There is one thing that most of
ed public opposition following a
Spear and Mrs. Eth.’l Syear cf Z'.on Bible Institute, East Provi- j “This letter, to you personally, these extras
vote of seven to two by the coun us agree on. the need for more
Rockport.
dence, R. I., and have preached was requested by and paid for by
“And wouldn’t it be great for a Libby Holds Up
Warden Warns
ty associations against the bill. laboratory facilities for poultry. I
Mrs. Kathryn Draper and Mrs. through Canada and New York. the York County Poultry Improve- new trustee to report to his elders
The two counties voting in favor feel quite sure that if the bill had
Marion Grover of Cushing. Mrs There will be special musical and ment Association. They felt that at a future meeting that the poul Bill For Mt.
Owners cf Deer
were Kennebec and Waldo. This been confiined to that particular
Hazel Hills and Mrs. Eleanor vocal selections by Mr. and Mrs. we have received plenty of ma- trymen of this state will shell out
was as expected as the two coun purpose, it would have received
Battie
State
Parle
Chasing
Dogs
Gushee ol Warren Day Group, Grimi and also the Thorndike terial on the merits of the tax pro- $150,000 per year!
ties in favor are broiler counties. more widespread response. How
Mrs. Jean Laukka and Mrs. Lilja Girls Trio will be singing.
posal but have heard nothing from
“Actually in numbers the propo
A bill introduced in legislature
Inland Fish and Game Warden The egg producers arc very ever, many poultrymen feel that
Laukka
of Warren
Evening
At the meeting of the Megunti the opposition.
nents of this bill are a small , tw0 yearg ag0 by Representative Winfield Gordon of Warren re- definitely not in favor of the bill. the industry is of enough value to
Group, Miss Ellen L. Grosvenor cook Grange held Wednesday eve
"I agreed to write the material ’ group. The processors (broiler | Kendrick Libby of Camden to
if I might venture an opinion the state so that such facilities
of Tenants Harbor.
ning the following program was ' fo>' them since Ralph Hunt and I growers), and a few interested tablish a revenue producing state ported this week that he had re
at this point. I will say that one should be financed by general tax
Mrs. Miriam Winehebach and given by the lecturer, Mrs. Lucia i a»*p the only ones of the tax com- hatchers and a few poultrymen.
ceived several complaints of sev
park on Mt. Battie will not be re
of the chief reasons why I do not funds.
Mrs. Martha Calderwood of Wal Hopkins. Group singing, with • tnittce opposing said tax. *1 he reeral dogs in the Ingraham’s Hill
"Why then, if our industry is entered this term.
like the industry tax setup is the
doboro, Mrs. Dorothy Prock and Mrs. Theresa Johnson at the piano, fore, this may be rightly consid- such a fast growing, bouncing
section of Owls Head chasing
Libby has been quoted as ob
method in which the seven mem
Mrs. Margaret Hutchins of Orffs Reading Valentine messages by I ered a minority report from that baby in our states economy can't
War Decorations
birds and deer.
ber Poultry Council is to be
serving that he will keep the bill
Corner, Mrs. Frances Thompson the officers; reading by Eugene i committee.
we walk in to the legislature and
The warden warned that errant chasen to administrate the fund.
alive, but withhold it in the light of
Presented To
and Mrs. Thelma Brown of North St. Clair; skit, “Ten Easy Les- j ‘ Tlhe reasons listed against the demand the money we need? Why
much needed repairs and new dogs must be. constantly super I believe that it actually places
Nobleboro, Mrs. Agnes Sp.cer and sons In Farming’’, Mr. and Mrs. ( tax proposal I have picked up at can’t agriculture expect the same
vised this time of year. He said too much power in the hands of
facilities at the Camden Hills
Jonesport Legion
Mrs. Greta Spofford of South Wal Darius Joy and Willard Brown; 1 meetings, talks with poultrymen. treatment accorded other indus
several doe had been killed which the Commissioner of Agriculture.
State Park on U.S. 1.
doboro, and Mrs. Loana S. reading, Mrs. Rose LeBlanc; skit and y°ur letters, which have been trial and state agencies?
Jonesport, Maine
also meant the death of any fawn
This point brought out in a gen
An appropriation of $42,000 has
by Mr. and Mrs. Percy French, j most helpful.
Shibles, 4-H Club Agent.
"In spite of the urgency of sev
February 12, 1957
the animals were likely to be cal eral letter from Mr. Corbett
been asked for improvements and
eral items on our proposed budget maintenance at the park on Route |
with Mrs. Gertrude Palmer as
This Tax Not Our Idea
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
states:
He reminded dog owners that the
narrator; reading, Mrs. Evelyn
.contrary to what you may have (and not available for poultry tax 1 a few miles above Camden. The
We are proud to have had in
“Actual selection of projects
Brown; reading, Mrs. Lois Dau heard or read this tax idea did not funds) they were entirely forgot
pets, many of them running in and allocation of funds will be in our town a veteran who served
CAMDEN
camping
area
was
constructed
ten by the University in its recette; closing thought by Mrs. originate with M.P.N.A.
This
during the davs o4 the Civilian packs during the present time of the hands of a SeVen member in the Spanish and American War,
MRS'KENNETH HERRICK
Rae Johnson. The lecturer’s matter was tossed around for quests to this legislature. We
year, could be shot by wardens pouitry Council, appointed by the
Correspondent
I march was won by Harland months before being presented to mean the experimental broiler C°nstructi°n Corps in the depres- should they be spotted chasing Commissioner of Agriculture after 1898. Charles A. Radley, Chief
Telephone CEdar 6-2197
house,
southern
disease
lab,
etc.
,
sion
years
and
was
later
taken
________
______ , Robinson. At the meeting of the M.P.I.A. meeting in April
game, after the owners had been consultation with various poultry Gunner’s Mate under Admiral
over by the state.
February 20th, special guests will 1956. At that meeting Dean Deer
Promotion Funds
warned.
I organizations and groups of pou1- Dewey aboard his flagship, Tha
Increased
use
of
the
park
by
The evening Extension group be the Ladies of the GAR and
ing and commissioner Nutter pre
A fine of from $10 to $3C0 may try operators.
Members of the Olympia, in the Battle of Manila
Isn
t
there
a
big
question
as
to
campers
in
recent
years
has
led
will meet at the grade school Auxiliary to the Sons of Union sented their ideas. The directors
whether we actually need to spend to many being turned away due bp )pvipd a8ain»t th<> owners of Council must be actively engaged Bay’. Through the love that his
Monday and Thursday nights to Veterans. Open house will be held voted “that Dean Deering and
begin their painting project. Each at st George Grange on Thurs- Commissioner Nutter appoint a such a big slice for advertising to lack of facilities. Construction offending dogs after they had been jn the poultry business for not less widow had for him and her pa
and promoting our products.
ot 43 new camping positions has warned should the dogs be caught than five years. Term of office of triotic spirit for the United States
member will bring her own day Feb. 21. Light refreshments committee to study this matter
"We have seen national efforts been recommended.
1 a?ain doing the same thing.
j- Council members shall be for four Military Organizations, she proud
brushes.
I were served.
and to formulate a program for along this line spend hundreds of
During legislature in 1955. Libby | Gol don said thp Owls Hea<T vi- years.”
ly makes this gift of her hus
The Amqgican Legion Auxiliary ! Members of the Camden Junior consideration."
thousands of dollars to accomplish asked $130,000 for the construction cini‘y was the most sp,ious spcThis does not specify that there band’s decorations won in that
will meet at the home of Mrs. Women's Club and their husbands
“The committee w*as appointed what?
i tion of thc countj' for this trouble. shall be equal representation
of a park area on Mt. Battie.
ear to the Commander of tha
Mary Smith on Grove Street are planning* to meet at the home and held several meetings, after
"Thc per capital consumption of
among the divisions of the indus American Legion Post of Jones
Tuesday at 7.30 p. m.
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Low< which they came up with this tax eggs has dropped from 397 in 1947
try, namely, market egg pro port to hang on their walls for
The Wesleyan Guild will meet on Marcb i.st at g p m to re. proposal.
Knox Industrial
1 thc peak I to an estimated 365 for A Sensible
ducers. matching egg producers exhibit for as long as the walls
Monday evening with Mrs. David ceive their Polio shot. Dr. Paul
"Some members of that com 1956. A loss of 214 dozen.
and broiler flock owners. There stand.
Assn.
Not
To
Ask
Hickland at 7.30 p. tii.
Millington will be in attendance. mittee openly stated they didn’t
Suggestion
For
"The per capita poultry meat
is no safeguard for any segment
The Frienda-in-Council will meet It is hoped that all rfoung adults care what M.P.I.A. thought of it—
This event will take place at
has doubled. Wonderful! But beef Bun Thompson Day Town Aid Again
of the industry. Whj’ should the the Legion Hall on February 22,
Tuesday at 2 o'clock at the home will take advantage of the Saik that they didn’t need help from
consumption jumped 52*% and
Commissioner of Agriculture have George Washington’s Birthday.
of Mrs. Leo Strong
The speak vaccine.
M.P.I.A. They even suggested the lamb 669; in the same period.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
| The Knox County Industrial & the authoritj- to appoint the mem
er will be Mrs. Inez Wing, Depu
To the readers who do not know,
processors
(broiler
growers)
Senior Mothers’ Club
"Over the years our promotion
May >ou be complimented on Development Association will not bers? Why shouldn’t members be
ty Director of Maine Civil De
would
have
their
own
tax
bill
if
fund emphasis has been on broil- your editorial "Bun Thompson ' ask the several communities of elected to office by the poultry please be advised that Admiral
The Senior Mother's Club of 1951
fense and Public Safety. Assist
Dewey was the only admiral com
held a covered dish supper and M.P.I.A. turned it down.
ers and barbecues. Any wonder' Day” jn Tuesday. Feb. 12. issue tbp countj’ to contribute funds growers themselves?
ing hostesses will be Mrs. Rita
missioned by an act of Congress.
"Then
came
August
—
I
was
then that the egg producers arc of the The Courier-Gazette in through town meetings this year,
meeting Thursday night at the
I believe that before any legis Military officers of today, Navy,
Hopkins and Mrs. Emily Jagels.
home erf Mrs. Marion Hopkins with asked as President of M.P.I.A. to feeling left-out and resentful.
lighting the torch for a city-wide , according to J. Langdon Halter- lative bill is considered, a much
The Camden Girl Scouts with
Army, Marines and Air Force,
22 present. Plans were made to get our county units to discuss,
dance at the Communitj- Building man of Camden, president of the more practical plan for using the
Poultrymen Overtaxed Now
their leaders. Miss Nellie Thomas
are rated through their own
hold a rummage sale March 23 at vote on it. and support it. The
for
our
Chief
of
Police,
Bernard
association.
tax money than has been pre- chiefs of staff
“We believe we are overtaxed
and Mrs. Elsie Magee, will mee*
the YMCA to help buy chairs for members of th tax committee
j lu a letter to members, he ob- sented thus far should be worked
now. We have thc highest tax ol Thompson.
at the YMCA Monday at 4.30
W. L. Farnsworth.
the Y. Also a food sale will be were asked to attend these unit
May I make the suggestion that served that funds for projects out. Proponents of the measure
$2.27 per $100 valuation of any
p. m. for a trip to the Snow Bowl
Chairman.
meetings
which
they
did
but
with
he’d in the near future, date to be
on
Saturday,
March
2.
Bun
should
now
come
from
increased
think that the tax will create a
state in thc U. S. According to
for a cook-out supper with skat
little
success.
As
you
know
the
announced. Decorations were in
Day. the
parking membership and individual assist yearly fund of $150,000 which they
The only interest some people
the census report our per capital Thompson
ing, dancing and games to follow
Keeping with St. Valentine’s Day, county units voted seven against cost of state government is $128.28 meters along Main Street during ance.
say will be used for research* dis- have in this life is the kind that
until 8.30. Each Scout may in
and two in favor.
each member receiving one of
Last winter, 15 communities in ease services, promotion, includ- money brings in.
the hours of 9 a. m. to 6 p. m.
vite a friend.
"At the November, 1956 M.P.I.A. per person compared to a U. S.
the countj’ voted funds to start the ing support of national promotion- ____________________ __ __________
The Bowling Club ef the Night Cupid's missives.
directors meeting, we voted ’that average of $107.13. We have no he used for the purpose of those
Those present were Mrs. O'ive
organization which is expected to al organizations, advertising or
hawk League of the Lucky Strike
the directors of M.P.I.A. go on equality on poultry tax between wh0 wish t0 8ivp to the Bun
Massalin, Mrs. Dot Poland, Mrs.
towns.
Poultrymen
pay
a
tax
on
Thompson
Day
Fund,
by
dropping
issue an industrial brochure on the marketing service.
Bowling Alleys, gave a surpris.
record as opposing the tax propo
Have any plans for a research
housewarming to Mi - Marguerite- Rose Littlefield, Mrs. Theresa sal as submitted to the county growing stock where the livestock a dime into thc meter during j county in March or April,
man pays none. We feel sure this these hours and the total dimes
The organization has had its program been worked out? Not
Knowlton. Banner Hill. Rockland Jameson, Mrs. Ruth Bickford. Mrs. units.'
Wednesday evening. ? r. and Margaret Brown, Mrs. Evelyn
“At the December meeting of year of an increase in our pres- collected be turned over to Gen- headquarters at the Rockland that we know of. There has been
„
_____...
,,, ,
Mrs. Knowlton have recently Goodwin, Mrs. Vera Fitzsimmons, th
the tax committee (Hunt absent) ent sales tax. We are having diffl- eral Chairman Henry Marsh for Chamber of Commerce, which was some talk of another laboratory
Mis.
Ethel
Larrabee.
Mrs.
Geltth
„
.
.
' '
the sponsoring group.
in the southern part of the state.
purchased their niw home. Fol
'
,he mojonty agreed to go ahead culty meeting our present tax the Bun Thompson Day fund.
Much groundwork has been done Nothing has been presented to
Gordon P. Wotton,
lowing a short meeting of the rude Galanti, Mrs. Lillian Porter,: with the proposal in its present bills—whj’ add another one?
on industrial surveys and in a poultrymen thus far as to costs
Rockland.
club, Mrs. Knowlton wi • present Mrs. Nan Hansell, Mrs. Evelyn form
Summary
study of the possibilities of estab of such a laboratory, its equip
ed a money tree. Refreshmen's Wilson. Mrs. Josephine Milliken.! “Again in December at a special
“If this tax bill is enacted your
lishing one or more areas in the ment or staff.
were served a Valentin' cake, a Mrs. Violet Stearns and Mrs. Dot (-meeting of M.P.I.A. directors they M.P.I.A. is a dead duck. It would EAST FRIENDSHIP
county especially designed as in
Promotion is a big word that
speciality. Those present were: Wooster all of Camden; Mrs. Ber voted “to re-affirm our stand have no real objective. Instead
Mrs. Arthur Wyllie and children
Mrs. Avis Rainfrette. Mi-. Cindy nice Robbins of Hope and Mis. against the tax proposal and ac- seven men would spend your tax Barbara and Duane of South War- ‘ dustrial locations. Such areas are does not excite egg producers
Ellen Ludwig of Hope; Mrs. Ruth tivly oppose it.’
known elsewhere as industrial very much as they sell untiranded A. C. McLoon Co.
dollars for research, promotion. ren and Mr. and Mrs. Nelson McHardy. Mrs. Geneva Collemer and
products. No particulars have
parks.
etc..
caring
little
whether
you
like
Leod
of
Stoneham.
Mass.,
were
,
ROCKLAND
TEL. GI
Other Industry Taxes
Mrs. Margaret Robbins, all of
been worked out for us on promo
106-tf
it
or
not.
You,
Mr.
Poultryman,
gue
sts
Sunday
at
Frank
Miller's.
[
“We are constantly reminded of
Lincolnville.
tion.
son.
A
very
pleasant
evening
was
couldn
’
t
do
a
thing
about
it!
|
jj
mm
ie
McAvory
of
West
Rox
Those having rummage may call the taxes on other farm commodi
"It is an easy matter for the bury, Mass.( is visiting at John enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Marion Hopkins or Mrs. Dot ties in this state. The only state
Invited guests were: Mr. and
UNCLAIMED SHARES OF ESTATES
processor
to absorb this tax as Matson’s.
Wooster of Camden, Mrs. Ruth in the union that taxes the right
Mrs. Charles Murphy. Mr. and
I. Blaine P. Merrill, Treasurer of the County of Knox, hereby publish
part
of
his
cost
of
doing
business.
|
M
r.
and
Mrs.
James
Skaling
Hardy of Lincolnville, and Mrs. to produce farm products. Is that
He gets his wage check regularly and children of Brunswick visited Mrs. Arthur Wyllie of South War a list of all persons entitled to unclaimed shares of estates that have
an
honor?
Bernice Robbins of Hope.
ren, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller. been paid or transferred to me as said Treasurer under Chapter 143,
plus a sliver of the profits at the Saturday at Esther Starrett's.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jameson. Section 24, of the Revised Statutes, 1944, State of Maine.
year’s end. The independent poul
40th
Wedding
Anniversary
Amount From
Date
Mrs.
Harold Jameson and son For
tryman doesn’t have that regular
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jameson Bruce and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Butterworth, Eleanor M. $ 24.51 Sarah H. Pascal Est. July 25, 1944
pay check. Less profit to him
Crabtree, Cora B., Heirs
28 87 Cora B. Crabtree, Est., Mar. 20, 1945
means less bread on the table.
| celebrated their 40th Wedding An- Jameson.
5.42 Mae Cushman, Est.,
Mar. 20, 1946
Lymond, Francis
“Can we afford to take $75,000 "‘versary Saturday with a party,
13.10 Orren P. Hupper Est., Dec. 31, 1938
Hupper,
Oren
P.,
Heirs
Aluminum Con’fbjnat.ijOtf,
10 Aluminum Comb. Windows
Slow Down and Live!
out of the poultrymen’s profit each Coffee, cake and ice eream were
1.45 Geo. A. Hendricks Est. Sept. 24, 1935
Weed, Ellen
Storm Windows iqstplled
year? I don't believe we can. We served. A very pretty bridal cake
Grigor, Michael or
orvyour home Yfifi save
1 Aluminum Comb. Door
Miall Stafan
15.89 George 8tevens Est., June 20, 1950
had a slump in 1954 a poor j’ear in was made bj’ Mrs. Harold Jame■»a> much as 30% offyoUjr
Gay, Mary Elizabeth
5.12 Arthur Edward Gay Est., Dec. 2,1953
NEWCO • ROCKET 2 TRACK
1956 and prospects for 1957 not
--------fuel bill
Barter, Addie or Two
Newport
much
improved.
Perhaps
these
more
without
a
higher
demand
for
Unknown Sons of
Regular $335.
NOW $289.
processors can afford this $75,000 his product, finds the price going
Tilden Barter
Poultry Co.
2,342.23 Harry T. Small Est. April 30, 1954
1 Durable
Kakkuri, Urho
42.48 Jack Havisto Est.
Nov. 16, 1954
share.
However, this broiler down and makes little or no profit,
No Down Payment
Kakkuri, Jaakko
42.48 Jack Havisto Est.
Nov. 16. 1954
Convenient
bubble can't increase forever.
| “Well folks, here are the arguWANTS LIVE POULTRY
As Little As $9.36 per Month
Simmons. Mrs. Anna
94.72 Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23, 1955
"Then there is the person who1 ments of those opposing this tax
94.72 Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23, 1955
Davis, Sumner
Top Market Prices Paid
HOME DEMONSTRATION WITHOUT OBLIGATION
believes that by spending this huge bil!- Watch your paper for notice
94.72 Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23. 1955
Hall, Mrs. George
Little and Hoffses
C
ao
*
C
aom
I
■
Or
rOWI
94.72 Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23, 1955
Arnold, Frank
Call Rockland 1430-W; CRestwood 4-2686
sum we will increase our industry. of the legislature hearing on this
94.72 Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23, 1955
Arnold, Everett
The onlj’ person who will benefit is bill. Think the matter over care- ' •
Building Contractors
94.72 Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23, 1956
DICK BENNER, Buyer
HOWARD KENNISTON
Ames, W. L.,
GO HIGH ST.
THOMASTON
the gralti man, supply dealer, fully—it’s your pocketbook they
County of Knox
WALDOBORO,
MAINE
TEL. 178-11
trucker or egg handler.
They are hitting. Drop me a card and
29 GAY STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
BLAINE P. MERRILL,
120-S-tf
Tel. TEmple 2-5801
Rockland, Maine
6-8-tf HU benefit from larger volume moved. >e» me know what you think of
County Treasurer.
57-S-tf
December
fit
1Q56
•>!
FRff ESTIMATE — BUDGET PIAN
Chester D Bneheller
A•
— ■ — ■ J|| The pnultmnan who produces *hp tax

TIMKEN

EAGLE-RICHER

.. SPECIAL ..

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Beta Sigma
Phi Makes
Constructive Plans
An interesting program entitled.
Let’s Talk on Radio and Televi
sion," was presented at the Beta
Sigma Phi meeting, Thursday
evening at the home of Mrs. Har
old Look. Jr., by Mrs. Vere Crock
ett and Mrs. Elaine Clinton. Mrs.
Clinton described phases of opera
tions in both large and small ra
dio stations basing her material
on personal experiences while
working with station WFAA in
Dallas, Texas and station KWTX
in Waco, Texas. Mrs. Crockett
made tape recordings of the mem
ber voices which was analyzed by
the group.
During the business meeting
Mrs. Lloyd Allen, Mrs. Lloyd
Painter and Miss Beryl Borgerson
were appointed the nominating
committee; Mrs. Donald Kelsey.
Jr., Mrs. Elmer Bird. IX, Mrs.
Harold Look, Jr7, Mrs. V. F.
Crockett and Mrs. Charles Foote,
Jr., were appointed the rushing
committee. It was voted to ap
point a program director to work
in co-operation with the program
committee for the coming year. It
was also voted a donation be made
to the Beta Sigma Phi Interna
tional Endowment Fund, which is
devoted to the cancer research,
Beta Sigma Phi Home, Girls
Town, U.S.A., Beta Sigma Phi

Page Plea
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Scholarship awards in the U. S.
and Canada.
Nu Chapter of Rockland re
ceived an invitation to attend the
Beta S’gma Phi Eastern Conven
tion held in Halifax, N. S. on La
bor Day weekend. This will be a
program of entertainment in addi
tion to business meetings to en
able sorority sisters to become
better acquainted in the New Eng
land States, Canadian Provinces
and Newfoundland. Another invi
tation was received to attend the
New England Convention at the
Sebasco Estate in Maine on June
15 and 16. Plans were discussed
to hold a telephone bridge before
the March meeting. Following the
business meeting an informal auc
tion was held with $12.50 realized.
Refreshments on the Valentine
theme were served by the hostess.

WANT TO BUY A NEW HOME?

is reported to have entered the in
vestigation by that time and Dep

SECURITY REAL ESTATE OFFERS

uty

Sheriff

Lloyd

Crockett

was

becoming increasingly suspicions.
It was Baird who assisted in en
try of the state police into the
checkup ot fingerprints.
It is
understood that comparison of
fingerprints obtained from Godgart at North Haven and the
Canadian authorities who so well
knew "Dr. Cyr” clinched the
case.

TO TRADE IN YOUR PRESENT ONE
A local realtor, the Security
Real Estate Company is now offer-!
ing a solution to a problem con,
fronting many home owners—the

fore finding a saleable house, right
f°r kis needs and pocketbook, he is
sometin>es forced to either rent a
house with all the attendant costs
,
, .
of moving twice, or as so often
problem of finding a larger or happens, compromise in buying a
smaller home to fit the needs of house that is not just what he
his family and at the same time wants.
finding the right buyer for his
The Security Real Estate Com
house.
pany has announced that in the
When unlimited lunds are at his future it will allow the property
disposal, the home owner has of owner a trade-in value on his pre
course, no problem and can afford sent home towards the purchase of
to wait for the right buyer for his any other real estate offered for
house. But. if he must sell his sale by their agency. This plan
present house in order to purchase should be of great assistance to
another property, lt is not always the family that needs to exchange
simple to buy and sell within a its present home for a larger or
short period of time.
j smaller one but can seldom coinOn the other hand, if a home cide the purchase of another home
owner sells his property first be- i with the sale of their present one.

Troopers

Make

Arrest

State police detectives Millard
Nickerson and James Milliken
came
to Rockland Thursday
morning and arranged with Boat
swain Herbert Litchfield of the
Coast Guard Base to be taken to
North Haven.

Once on the island, they met
taxi operator Frank Sampson.
They showed him a picture and
Articles Prepared
asked him if he knew the men.
He promptly identified it as GodFor St. George
gart at the high school.
At their request, he took them
School Closings
to a charge of breaking, entry and
to the high school and pointed
Superior Court
larceny
in
the
night
time.
Three articles which will ap
out Godgart who was working
Morse was charged with break
(Continued from Page One)
pear in thc town meeting warrant
around a car on the school lot.
Principals in the Thursday evening affair were, freni left tn right: Attorney < harles T. Smalley
for March 11 town meeting of tne Union Street Esso Station on Dec. ing into storerooms at the Bay
The troopers queried him as to
Justice
Randolph
A.
Weatherbee,
Judge
Harry
Will
ur.
attorney
A.
Alan
Grossman,
and
attorney
Alan
Bird
town of St. George will ask for 14. The car had been transported View Hotel on the night of Jan. 17, president of the Knox Bar Association.
Phntk by Gni'l'.n' his identity and he readily agreed
the discontinuance of three dis from Bangor under unreported taking liquor and cash from the
that he was Demara. The arrest
Knox County Bar Association presiding justice at dinner. The Suffolk Law School where he re
trict schools in the community. conditions sometime before this. premises. Rockland police were
followed and one trooper went
complainants.
| jointly honored Thursday evening event usually falls in the first ceived his law degree.
T-.vo of the schools concerned,
into the school with him to get
Rockland police were called to
The grand jury refused to re • two men well known in the legal week of the session.
He commended Wilbur for his his coat.
those at Clark Island and Wileys the scene and caught Connors in
Judge Wilbur, a member of the long service to the county and for
turn an indictment against a 15
Corner, have been closed since thc attempt.
I profession. The first was Justice
,
Quiet Procedure
county association, was complete the manner in which he conducted
year old Rockland boy who ap
the opening of the new central
Allen L. Patten, 21, of Gardiner pealed a Municipal Court judge Randolph A. Weatherbee of Ban ly surprised by his associates, who the affairs of the court over two
Everything was done quietly
elementary sohool at Tenants
received a suspended sentence to ment placing him on probation gor. the presiding justice of the presented him with a pen and decades. He said, "We shall miss and with no apparent surprise or
Harbor on January 21. The Port
the Men’s Reformatory after en after he was found guilty of as current term of Knox Superior pencil desk set. The presentation his uniform courtesy, his excep upset on Demara's part.
In a
Clyde two room school has been
tering a plea of guilty to a true bill sault with a dangerous weapon on Court. The second was Judge was made by Attorney A. Alan tional patience and his judicial few minutes they were back
operating with grades one, two
indictment charging him with a juvenile delinquency charge.
| Harry Wilbur of Rockland who re Grossman.
temperament which have com aboard the Coast Guard craft and
and three, for Port Clyde children
breaking, entry and larceny in the
The boy wag charged with tired aa judge of probate of the
Attorney Charles Smalley spoke bined to endear him to other mem Rockland bound.
WALDOBORO
only, in one room under a teach
county the first of the year, after for the legal fraternity of the bers of the Bar; many of whom
Demara left the island without
MRS. RENA CROWELL
er especially employed for the night time. Patten refused an at- throwing a knife at a play mate,
serving
20
years.
torney
at
the
arraignment
Thurs
county,
giving
a
colorful
account
hope
and
expect
him
to
receive
saying
a word to his fellow teachCorrespondent
'
Randall Achorn of Rockland, after
classes.
Telephone TEmple 2-8281
It is the custom of the Knox Bai- of Judge Wilbur's youth on Swan's higher honors in his chosen pro- ers or pupils, or going to his living
day morning. He was sentenced a wrestling match at a gathering
A notice of an injunction hear
later in the day, receiving two of young people at the accused each court term to entertain the Island, at Kents Hill School and fession.”
quarters for his belongings.
ing. brought by the Port Clyde
-----------------------------------------------Only one girl in the school heard
boy's home on Dec. 29.
The Bridge Club will meet next Citizens Committee, decided year’s probation.
Patten was immediately taken
Faced with being uncovered late any conversation between the
The knife struck Achorn in the MASTER IMPOSTER
Wednesday evening with Mrs. school officials to keep the Port
one evening as he visited the Hop- trooper and the teacher. It was a
Dorothy Paul.
Clyde School open until the hear into custody by Military Police lip. cutting the lip.
and taken to the Brunswick Naval
kins’ home, Demara violently de- comment as to Demara's gain in
(Continued from Page One)
with
the
Sovereign
State
of
Maine
The
appeal
was
filed.
ing
date
of
February.
Justice
Town Manager Elden Shute and
Air Station. A sailor, he is report
nied that he was the person about weight by the trooper, to which
A charge of possession of short have been fooled by him. Hun for the deception just passed.
Selectmen Louis Martin and Leon Harold Marden of the Superior
edly AWOL from his ship at Bos lobsters brought against Raymond dreds, pei haixs thousands, of peo
whom thc Life article was written. Demara agreed.
Court
this
week
issued
an
injunc

May
Have
Looked
Ahead
ard Biswell have been in Augusta
ton,
Mass.,
since
last
December.
He
offered to submit to finger
H. Rackliff of South Thomaston pie in all walks of life have been
tion against closing the school,
Gun And Temper Decided
Upon arriving at North Haven,
on business.
He admitted involvement in the was nol prossed Thursday when taken in by him.
printing to prove Hopkins was
Fooling
the
after
considering
evidence
pre

. Hopkins
he
stayed
at
Nebo
Lodge
which
is
Mrs. Russell Cooney has re
Oct. 16 break into the Hibbert’s
wrong.
Late Friday, Hopkins observed
turned to October Farm after sented him at the pre-trial hear General Store in West Washington Justice Weatherbee granted it on people of the world around him operated by Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
He even pointed out that he had that his decision to press the in
ing held in Rockland.
the basis of a faulty warrant. is his profession — and he is a Crockett. In a little less than two
spending a week with her sister,
had to submit fingerprints to the vestigation was firmed by odd
The ruling leaves the decision when cigarettes and beer were Rackliff had been fined $20. and master of his trade.
weeks,
he
had
found
permanent
Mrs. Carrell Cooney in Boston.
up to the town meeting with thc taken.
$6. costs in Municipal Court and
quarters at the home of Mrs. Rich Post Office Department in order situations which arose after the
A Giant Of A Man
Mrs. A. A. Weeks and daughter result that the following article
A capias was issued for each of had appeaIed a guilty finding
A 350 pound, six foot giant of ard Crockett across the street, to operate a special Santa Claus orjgjnai facing of Demara with his
Wanda are visiting her mother in will Appear in the town warrent two companions of Patten’s wh0| The action w>g reque«ted bv
a man. he came to the tiny high where he remained until his ar Mail Box at the post office which true identity.
Hollywood, Fla.
he was then directing to help chil
for each of the three schools. were indicted along with him on a Payson on thc bagis that the war. school building in North Haven rest.
There was one occasion when he
Lawrence Kimmich left for Each will be considered separate similar charge by the February rant did not allege that the lob- last September. So huge was he
displayed a Luger pistol in the
Perhaps the discovery that Lloyd; dren at Christmas.
Term of the Grand Jury. Knox sters were not immediately liber- that he seemed to dwarf the build- was a deputy sheriff unnerved him
Portland Monday where he will en lyThe apparent sincerity of De Hopkins home and moments of ir
ter the Army.
mara's
denial threw the couple off rational anger over minor things.
"To see if the Town will vote to County Attorney Curtis Payson re ated alive as stated in the law.
ing in whjch he taught.
a little. On the other hand, he
Rev. D. L. Campbell, pastor of instruct the Superintending School ported that one of the men is pres
Payson allowed that a correct
Applied During Appeal For
may have not wanted to embar for the time being. The thought , An outburst of temper beyond
the First Baptist Church, an Committee to discontinue the ently in the service and the second warrant may be filed with the acTeachers
rass his landlord with having occurred to them that in the four 1 seasonable limits in the village
nounces a change in hour for the .......................... school, said Com- one is serving time in a reforma tion being initiated in Municipal
His application for a teaching housed a law breaker, if and when years since thc article had ap- may baVe prompted faster action,
peared that he might have legally Another with a Rockland taxi
morning service. t Beginning on mittiee having submitted its writ tory. The two are Richard Breton Court.
position was originally addressed the axe fell, as it did Thursday.
Sunday, Feb. 17, the service will ten recommendation that said of Chelsea and Frederick Pierce
changed his name to Godgart and ,|,iver on the boat dock added to
Rackliff was charged with the (o Superintendent Wiggin who ha d
Made Friends
school be discontinued and hav of Hallowell.
somehow properly acquired the the situation.
be at 10.45 instead of 11 a. m.
possession on Sept. 23 and his ap- made an appeal for teachers for
Demara, as he best be known
Also Thursday, Richard N.
ing made preparation to continue
peal had been continued from the the Isiesboro schools through the now. made friends easily. It was necessary educational credits to! Acts Almost A Plea For Exposure
LEGAL NOTICES
the schooling of the pupils of said Morse of Thomaston received a October term of Superior Court, i newspapers.
The appeal was natural that new found friends qualify him as a language teacher.
Coupled with that was frequent
j school at the new elementary seven months sentence to Knox
It seemed to them to be com
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
Ernest Morse of Thomaston picked up nationwide by the Asso- would be in the teaching profes
reference to the matter by De
County jail after pleading guilty withdrew an appeal of a lower elated Press for the schools on
mon sense to “sit it out’’ for a
I, THOMAS C. AYLWARD, 1 school at Tenants Harbor.”
sion and he became fast friends
mara in a manner which seemed
Register of Probate for the Coun-1
while and see what developed.
to Hopkins to be almost a plea for
Testamentary issue to William N. court finding of guilty on a charge the island ofT Lincolnville Beach with Mr. and Mrs. William Hop
ty of Knox, in the State of Maine LEGAL NOTICES
A Real Problem
Flynt of Melrose. Massachusetts of driving under the influence of couldn’t open unless teachers kins. Hopkins is a former North
hereby certify that in the follow PROBATE NOTICES
exposure.
he being the Executor named liquor. He paid a fine of $100. and were located.
ing estates the persons were ap
Haven High School principal and
On one hand. Hopkins realized
Hopkins said Friday, “After all,
STATE OF MAINE
therein, with bond.
pointed administrators, executors.)
$8. costs.
J Thc response was immediate now teaches at Vinalhaven High he had a loyalty to the education an imposter has got to be exposed
guardians and conservators and
To all persons interested in
ESTATE CHRISTIAN KANGAS
Morse was charged with the from those who had pleasant School.
al system of the state, of which he occasionally to maintain his repu
either of the estates hereinafter late of Rockland, deceased. Will
on the date hereinafter named.
complaint after he was stopped by thoughts of teaching on a Maine
was a part. On the other hand, tation.’’
Hopkins Suspected Him
named:
and
Petition
for
Probate
thereof
JAMES A. MacDONALD late of
police on Dec. 2.
I island. The Isiesboro positions
On the island today, many peo
It was Hopkins who started the should he shatter the faith which
North Haven, deceased. Decem
At a probate Court held at asking that said Will may be
Clayton A. Fales of Warren with- were filled. However, North Haber 31, 1956, Christine Rice of Rockland, in and for the County proved and allowed and that Let
ball rolling on the investigation the school children placed in their ple still think kindly of the big fel
Woburn, Massachusetts, was ap of Knox, on the fifteenth day of ters of Administration with thr drew his appeal and pleaded guilty ven still had a vacancy for a lan- which resulted in his friend's ar towering giant of a teacher, friend low who livened things up for
pointed Administratrix and quali January, in the year of our Lord Will annexed be issued to Aino G to a charge of failure to yield the i guage teacher. The credentials jf
youngsters and adults alike for a
and leader?
fied by filing bond on same date. i one thousand nine hundred and Kangas of Rockland, or some right of way. He paid a fine of, one Martin Godgart stood out from rest Thursday and trial in Augus
Coupled with it all was the af few months.
ta Friday afternoon.
Jerome C. Burrows of Rockland, ! fifty-seven, and by adjournment other suitable person, with bond.
all the others, and he was hired.
The feeling is tyy>ieal of people
Agent in Maine.
; from day to day from the fifteenth
ESTATE ETHEL S. CUMMINGS $10. and $6. costs.
Demara slipped when in the fall fection of Hopkins and his wife for
A jury awarded Antonio Fallert
Worked For Community
late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
LEROY E. MERRILL late of i day of said January
he showed Mrs. Hopkins a clipping the young giant who so obviously whom he has bamboozled in count
The impact he made on the of a picture of him from a na loved their four children who fully less places in the past.
Rockland, deceased. December 18, The following masters having been tion for Adm’nistration asking that of Rockport thc sum of $4,164 in
1956, Richard W. Glass of Belfast , presented for the action there Jerome C. Burrow's of Rockland, his suit for automobile damages island was not due solely to his tional magazine, the printed area returned his kindness with all the
Some would greet him if he re
was appointed Administrator and upon hereinafter indicated it is or some other suitable person be and personal injuries against Far- size or his spurious degrees.
turned
for a visit, which is Un
adoption
of
childhood.
It
wasn
’t
of the page having been trimmed
appointed
Administrator, with
qualified by filing bond on same hereby ORDERED:
rin Brothers and Smith, contrac He proved a satisfactory teach
an easy spot in which the island likely. Others would prefer that
away.
That notice thereof be given to bond.
date.
he carry on his life elsewhere.
ESTATE JOHN A. THOMPSON tors as the result of an accident er. well spoken cf by his princi
She recalled dimly such a pic schoolteacher found himself.
STONNIE
E.
RICHARDSON all persons interested, by causing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
publishlate
of Rockland, deceased. Peti Dec. 3, 1955, near Belmont.
pal. and within a short time he ture being in life magazine. Turn He could be wrong!
late of Rockland, deceased. Jan
was rolling into a program for ing it over in her mind, she re
uary 15, 1957 Edward B. Richard ; ed three weeks successively in The tion for Administration asking
FRIENDSHIP
Few Suspected
son of Rockland was appointed Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub- that Carrie B. Thompson of Rock Congo Men Hear
the youngsters cf the town.
Mrs. Edith Neal entertained the
membered
the
article
and
became
j
lished
at
Rockland,
in
said
Counland,
or
some
other
suitable
per
Howeyer,
the
sensible
thing
to
Administrator, without tiond.
A Sea Scout Ship, and a good suspicious that the island teacher
Bradford's Point Sewing Club on
I ty, that they may appear at a son be appointed Administratrix
do was to proceed with the check
CHARLES L. GRAHAM late of I Probate Court to be held at said
Of Orient In '38
one. was formed .and guided by and friend of she and her husband
Wednesday. Thc following were
Appleton, deceased. January 15. Rockland on the nineteenth day of without bond.
ing of Godgart’s true identity.
him.
The
boys
took
to
him
and
ESTATE
CHARLES
O.
COL
1957, Harry E. Wilbur of Rockland February A. D. 1957, at ten
might be “Thc Master Imposter” Hopkins kept things pretty much present, Mrs. Kenneth Thompson,
Laurence S. Haynes of Ash Point
Mis. Nellie Thompson, Mrs. Ber
was appointed Administrator, and ! o’clock in the forenoon, and be LINS late of Appleton, deceased related his experiences on a trip he. apparently to them, and they who was the subject of an article to himself.
Petition for Administration asking
qualified by filing bond on same heard thereon if they see cause.
carried out many splendid com in Life on Jan. 28, 1952.
tha Young. Mrs. Sumner Carlson,
through
the
Orient
in
1938
to
the
that
Avis
G.
Collins
of
Appleton
Only
two,
and
possibly
three
date.
munity projects.
At one time, . Some time elapsed before a
Mrs. Myron Simmon. Mrs. A. O.
EVERETT L. SPEAR late of or some other suitable person be
others knew of the suspicions
JEANNETTE G. CARVER late Rockland, deceased. Will and appointed Administratrix, withoul Congregational Men’s Association several were specially sworn in
copy of the article could be ob- leveled against Godgart. It turns Rodamrr and Mrs. Paul Simmons.
Thursday evening.
of Vinalhaven, deceased. January Codicil thereto and Petition for bond.
as deputy town constables to pre
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Beale and
j tained.
Meanwhile, the couple out that some did not know of the
With a most remarkable knowl
15. 1957, Keith G. Carver of Vinal Probate thereof asking that the
son Howard and William Beale
ESTATE JOHN W. O’JALA late edge of the countries visited, he vent pranks over Halloween, all • kept their suspicions to themhaven, Maine, and Ernestine C. same may be proved and allowed
suspicions of the others.
have moved to Owls Head.
Johnson of Lynnfield Center, and that Letters Testamentary of Rockport, deceased. Petition told interestingly of wild pig hunts, at Godgart’s suggestion.
I selves and “Godgart’’ continued to
Objects which Godgart handled,
Massachusetts, were appointed issue to Zoa J. Spear of Rockland, for Administration asking that
At Christmas, he organized and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Holt of
with
a
Dutch
Hunting
Club;
of
I make himself a solid niche in the a beer can and a glass it is re
Administrators,
without
bond. 1 she being thc executrix named Martha A. O'Jala of Rockport Oi
operated
a
Santa
Claus
post
office
Malden.
Mass., are visiting with
some other suitable person be ap great ceremonies by the natives
community.
Christopher S. Roberts, Agent in therein without bond.
ported though not confirmed by their daughter and son-in-law Mr.
pointed Administratrix, without on the island of Bali in honor of for letters to Santa from needy
Maine for Ernestine C. Johnson.
Demara Crnlrouted
Hopkins, were forwarded to the and Mrs. Carlton Winchenbach.
ELIZA E. AREY late of Vinal bond.
their dead, and finally, of a tiger tots. Sometimes, it is reported.
DONALD L. KARL late of haven, deceased. Will and PetiOnce the article was at hand, all state crime laboratory at Augusta.
ESTATE
RALPH
L.
CLARK
|
he
dug
into
his
own
pocket
to
pay
Rockland, deceased. January 15 ' tion for Probate thereof asking
hunt which was interrupted even
doubt was removed. Hopkins, a
R« prest ntative Shei man Baird
Slow Down and Live!
1957, Gladys V. Karl of Rockland that said Will may be proved and late of Rockland, deceased. Peti as it went into thc bush by the , the bill.
tion
for
Administration
asking
person who prefers not to practice
was appointed Executrix, without allowed and that Letters Testa
Whose
Birthday?
that Anna F. Clark of Rockland or news that Hitler had marched on
■-^•ri’a»'r--w«'='3w=!)=s!rfwe5«eaedessae5easa
deception, faced his friend with
bond.
mentary issue to R. Mont Arey of some other suitable person be ap Austria.
Parties he liked, some he or
the information after Christmas.
HIRAM B. LIBBY late of Thom Vinalhaven, he being the Execu pointed Administratrix, without
Herbert Anderson was head chef ganized; at others he was the
aston, deceased. January 15. 1957, tor named therein, without bond. bond.
guest of youngsters and parents.
Elizabeth M. Libby of Thomaston
GINA B. SWANSON late of
ABINGTON MUTUAL FIRE
ESTATE ALICE M. WASH
Not long ago he was given a
was appointed Executrix, without Vinalhaven, deceased. Will and
BURNE
late
of
Rockland,
de

INSURANCE COMPANY
bond.
birthday party.
lt hasn’t been
To start the year right—
Petition for Probate thereof ask ceased. First and Final Account
Abington, Massachusetts
EMMA L. WINSLOW late of ing that said Will may be proved presented for allowance by Len
decided
as
yet
whether
it
was
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1956
get $25 «• $1500 in 1 DAY
Vinalhaven. deceased. January 15. and allowed and that Letters don C. Jackson. Jr., Executor.
Bonds,
$1318.980.23 his own birthday or that of Mar
1957, Malcolm Winslow of Wor Testamentary issue to Fritz L.
PAY
ALL
OLD YEAR BILLS AND TAXES,
658.928.CO tin Godgart of New Can nan,
ESTATE JOHN SHIELDS latf Stocks.
cester, Massachusetts, was ap Swanson of Vinalhaven. he being
TOO. Spread the cost over a number of months.
Real
Estate
Owned,
136.743.60
of
Everett.
Massachusetts,
de
Conn.,
whose
name
and
credentials
pointed Executor, without bond. thc Executor named therein, withceased. First and Final Account Cash and Bank De
MEDICAL AND DENTAL EXPENSES for
he took.
Hadley B. Miller of Waldoboro, i out bond.
posits.
288340.45
presented for allowance by Mar
the entire family. Glasses, dentures, regular
Agent in Maine.
Real
Godgart
Found
MALCOLM MORIARTY late of garet Parsons, Executrix.
Agents Balances or Un
medical and dental care
all can be financed.
LESTER H. ELWELL late of St. Cushing, deceased. Will
and
collected
Premiums,
162.528.74
The real Godgart heard the
ESTATE AINA M. GRONROS
George, deceased.
January 15, Petition for Probate thereof ask
FOR ANY DESIRE OR EMERGENCY there
Other Assets,
10.023.03 news late Thursday and was
late
of
Rockland,
deceased.
First
1957, Agnes C. Elwell of St. ing that said Will maj- be proved
is a sensible plan.
frantically calling Deputy Sheriff
George was appointed Executrix, and allowed and that Letters and Final Account presented for
Total Assets.
$2375.444.05
allowance by Sulo A. Gronros, Ad
IIFE INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST THROUGH
Lloyd Crockett, to whom he was I
without bond.
Testamentary issue to Annie M. ministrator.
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Treat Your Home Te
JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL IIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
CARRIE E. WALLACE late of Davis of Cushing, she being the
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1956 referred by a telephone operator. I
ESTATE
DOROTHEA
M.
BAL
Savs tims — phone before coming in.
Cushing, deceased.
January 15. Executrix named therein, without
$53,730.66 to And out if he was teaching in ,
Top Performance
ANO late of St. George, deceased. Reserve for Losses,
1957, Charles D. Fogerty of Galt, bond.
Reserve for Loss Adjust
In KOCKLAMD:
two schools at the same time 30b ' Sharp, clear TV images; staticFirst
Account
presented
for
allow

Province of Ontario, Canada,
ment Expenses,
4335.76
ETTA B. WALL late of St.
free radio reception . . . these
miles of land and 10 miles of sail
was appointed Administrator, with George, deceased. Will and Peti ance by James Wilfred Balano Reserve for Unearned
watching and listening pleasures
and
Jasper
M.
Balano,
Executors.
the Will annexed, and qualified by tion for Probate thereof asking
Premiums,
1.320.983.15 water apart.
are yours when yon rely on ns.
ESTATE HERMAN STENFORS Reserve for Taxes.
d Floor — Above LtgAtoo'e J^wlry Star*
’J
filing bond on same date. Stuart that said Will may be proved and
lor prompt, efficient service^
40.900.CO
Perhaps the real Godgart is a
C. Burgess ot Rockland, Agent in allowed and that Letters Testa of Warren. First and Final Ac All Other Liabilities,
Phone: 1720 _________ ft
and repairs.
32.514.96 befuddled man this morning, but
Maine.
mentary issue to Joseph T. Sim count presented for allowance by
it safe to bet that North Haven's
Selma Anderson, Guardian.
Richards
Total Liabilities,
$1,452.96433
EUGENE F. ALLEN late ot St. mons of St. George, he being the
“Martin Godgart’’ is calm today
WITNESS,
Charles
F.
Dwinal
Unassigned
Funds
Executor
named
therein,
without
George, deceased.
January 15,
Esquire. Judge of Probate Court
(Surplus),
$1,122,479.52 and pei baps planning his next iRadio - Television
1957. Gertrude A. Small of St. bond.
Knox County, Rockland,
escapade, when he has settled
George was appointed Executrix,
MABEL C. BEALE also know for
CORPORATION
Surplus as Regards
SALES and SERVICE
without bond.
as Mabelle C. Beale late of Maine.
Policyholders,
$1,122,479.52
Attest :
THOMASTON
Friendship, deceased. Will and
Attest:
for the dinner ol pork chops, pota [ 107 MAIN 8T.
OP ROCKLAND
|n«T Phon* 151-2 - Night,. 151-3
THOMAS C. AYLWARD.
Petition for Probate thereof ask
THOMAS C. AYLWARD,
to' sweet corn with al' the fixFORMFRIY RUiLIC IOAN CORPORATION Ol
Total
V.’ 5 3 444
Register
Register. ing that said Will may be proved
IVS "I
15 ft "t iitd allnurd and* that I., tier. I

NEED MONEY?

SERVICE

359 Main Street

PUBLIC FINANCE

/
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THOMASTON
New* and Social Item*, Notice* and Advertleement* ma; be eent
or telephoned to
GEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST.. TEL. 156-8

parish supper. Wednesday Boy
Scout Troop 215 meets in the ves
try. Thursday, Cub Scout Pack
215 will hold its annual Blue and
Gold banquet in fhe vestry .
Ma&s will be celebrated at St. •
James’ Catholic Church Sunday
morning at 8 o'clock.
Morning prayer service at St.
John’s Episcopal Church Sunday
morning at 7.40 followed by Holy
Communion at 8 o'clock, Sunday
School at 10.30.
Sunday School at the Assembly j
of God Church Sunday morning at 1
10 o’clock followed by the service •
of worship at 11 with Rev. Robert
Dickinson, pastor. Christ Am
j bassador Young People meet at
1 6 o’clock followed by the evening
service at 7 o’clock. Wednesday
evening service at 7.30 o’clock

Jlttcnb (Jour Cl

lurch

St. John the Baptist Episcopal: Regular meetings during the
Church. Thomaston: Holy Com-1 week will be as follows: Monday,
Miss Sully Gillcheet ot Conway. , night. A social evening was en
munion every Sunday at 8 a. m., the Colonist Pioneer Girls at 6.30;
N. H., arrived Friday night to joyed and refreshments were
preceded by morning prayer at Tuesday the Golden Hour of
spent a week with her parents. served. Guests were: Mrs. Rena
7.40 a. rr.. Sunday School every Prayer and Praise at 7.30; Wed
Mr. and Mrs. James Gillchrest. Wotton. Mrs. Bertha Lovejoy,
Sunday at 10.30 a. m. except first nesday, the Pilgiim Pioneer Girls
Sgt. Charles Simpson leaves to Mrs. Statie La wry, Mrs. Celia
Sunday of the month. Morning at 3.30, the Explorer Pioneer Girls
day tor Fort Lewis. Wash., en Wallace, Mrs. Charlene Henry,
Prayer and Family Service first at 6.30, the Stockade at 7. and
Mis.
Pearle
MacFarland
and
Mrs.
route to overseas duty after
Sunday of each month for parents, choir rehearsal at 7.30; and on
spending a 30 day leave with his Phyllis Smith.
children. A warm invitation is Saturday the Prayer Hour at 7.30.
Officers of tht- Rockland Lodge
mother, Mrs. Ada Simpson, and
extended to everyone to attend
Other special meeting to be held
exemplifying the Fellow Crafts
his wife who will join him later.
this service. Communion break-'are the Missionary Fellowship
Degree at the Masonic Temple
Orient Ijodge will exemplify the
fast at 9 a. m. each Sunday at meeting on Thursday preceded by
Tuesday night were: Worshipful
Entered Apprentice Degree at a
Knox
Hotel.
a “pot luck” supper at 6.30; the
Master. Willis Kinney; senior
special meeting Tuesday night at
central area women’s fellowship
warden. Eino Hill; junior warden.
the Masonic Temple. Refresh
meeting
in Brewer, on Friday
Worship
services
for
member*
Wesley Knight; treasurer. Wor
ments will be served.
of The Church of Christ will be morning and afternoon; the Pilshipful Willard Pease; secretary.
conducted at 3 p. m. Sunday in frim Pioneer Girls Pal and Gal
Girl Scout Troop 5 held a Val Worshipful Charles Foote; senior
Grand Army Hall, on Limerock Party at 7.30 on Friday; and on
entine party Wednesday night at deacon, Worshipful James Roach;
street. Evangelist Dwaine Evans Saturday the Tri-Count.v Youth
the Girl Scout Hall.
Mrs. Lois junior deacon. John Lowe; senior VINALHAVEN
of Augusta will lead. All visitors Fellowship at Bucksport for a
PATRICIA DUNCAN
Richards, leader, was assisted by steward,
Worshipful
Walter
Correspondent
welcome.
winter sports program at 2. a box
Mrs. Carolyn Whitten and Mrs. Dimick, Jr.; junior steward,
Telephone 172
• • •
lunch supper, and an evening mis
Lucy Staples.
Walter Powell; marshal, Charles
St. Bernard's Rockland, Sunday sionary speaker.
Mrs, Edwin Crowley and daugh Hottenstein; chaplain. Lawrence
♦ • •
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Oakes, Sr., Masses, 8 and 11 a. m. St. James'
ter. Marie, of Arlington, Mass., Pease; tyler. Worshipful Walter
Worship at the Pratt Memorial
are visiting with relatives in Thomaston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of
are visiting her brother and sia- Dimick. Sr.
Good Hope, Camden, 9.30 a. m.; Methodist Church at 10.30. Rev.
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. John
Members of the Baptist Youth Massachusetts.
Dorsey.
Fellowship held a Valentine party
The Mad Jems met with Mrs. Confessions at St. Bernard’s. Sat Merle S. Conant will preach on the
Mrs. Norman Whitehill is a Wednesday evening at Newhert’s Doris Chilles on Wednesday eve- urday at 3.30 and 7 p. m. Daily subject, “Loving As God Loves’’.
Anne Davis will play “Prelude in
surgical patient at the Knox Hos Barn. Games were played with ning.
Lunch was served and a Mass at 6.45 a. m.
...
A’’ by Batiste. “Jesu, Joy of
pital.
prizes being won by Vida Win social- evening spent.
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church: Man's Desiring'' by Bach, and
Mrs. Jean Batchelder has been slow. and Neil Buzynski. Valen
Mrs. Joyce Ames spent ’a few
Order of Services: Parish Com “The Lord Bless Thee” by Gaul.
spending the past several weeks tines were exchanged and refresh days in Rockland this week.
munion and Sermon. 9.30 a. m.; The choir will sing “The Lord
were
served.
Special
with her sister, Mrs. Thorwo'd ments
Charles Bradley is in Rockland Communion
Breakfast,
10.30; Reigneth” by Frey, and Mr. Deguests were Mrs. Ruby Hall and
Peterson, in Dorchester. Mass.
serving on jury duty.
Groff will present the solo, “The
Church
School,
11.00.
Weekdays.
Miss
Edna
Hilt.
Others
attendThe February meeting of the
The Budget Committee met on j Mass, Tuesday, Thursday and Fri- King Of Love My Shepherd Is’’
PTA was held Thursday evening ; ing were: Lorraine Beaudry, Judy
Tuesday evening at the Fireman’s day at 7.30 a m., Wednesday, by Gounod.
The Church School
with Norman U. Greenlaw giving MinoU, Sigrid Cline. Susan Clark,
Hall to review the warrants for 6 a. m.
meets at 11 o’clock for the study
a very lmformative and interest Marion Smith, Susie Cline, Joan
the town meeting.
of the day’s lesson. A class is
ing talk on the State Institutions. Smith. Paulette McLain, Diane
At the Littlefield Memorial Bap provided for all groups.
Mrs. Laura Skoog is visiting
We
Starr,
IH»nna
Ward,
Bertha
Orff,
Mrs. Sara Montgomery's second
with relatives in Massachusetts. tist Church: Church School will grade with the public schoolgrade won the attendance banner. Virgilyn Burns, James Smith.
meet for classes at 9.45 a. m. grade one. two. three — the
Rhode Island and Connecticut.
Refreshments were served by John Buzynski, David Wolfe,
Morning Worship will be at 11 Primary etc. The Youth FellowMoses
Webster
Lodge,
AF&AM.
mothers of fourth grade students Wayne Hall and Leslie Marr.
met on Tuesday evening at the a. m. with the pastor preaching | ship meets from 5 to 6 o’clock.
Mrs.
Lester
Adams
was
hostess
with Mrs. Thelma Everett as
on the sermon topic.
“The The theme for its program will be
at a Valentine party for members Masonic Hall for their regular
chairman.
Greatest In The Kingdom’’. The “The Church And Its Music’!.
monthly
meeting.
There
will
be
Mrs. Fred Ames was guest of ol the Dessert-Bridge Club at her a special meeting on February 26 adult choii4 will sing. Carol Choir Rose Anne Small will present a
honor at a party Wednesday eve home on Knox Street Thursday for the purpose of degree work. will rehearse at 5.15 p. m. and j program called “Our Heritage of
ning at the home of Mrs. Robert evening. Prizes were awarded
Mrs. Dorothy Hansen was hos Junior BYF will meet at 6 p. m. Hymns’’, and Alison Bird and Lina
Mrs. William Flint. Mrs. J. Ed
MacFarland when a group of
ward Elliot, Mrs. Karl Stetson tess to the Knit Wits on Tuesday Sunday. The Senior BYF will Mountfort will conduct a group
friends gathered to wish her a
and Mrs. James Creighton. Re evening. Lunch was served and meet Sunday at 6 p. m. In the hymn-sing. All high school youth
happy birthday. A social evening
7.15 service there will be a color are invited.
Virginia Chatto is
freshments were served and deco a social evening enjoyed.
was enjoyed and refreshments
Mr. and Mrs. John Chilles, Mrs. ed chalk illustration by Mrs. the acting counsellor for the
rations were in keeping with St.
were served including a special
Calderwood, and
Mrs. Staples of the hymn. “When They group.
Valentines Day. Other , guests June
cake.
The
The Boy Scouts meet at 7
present were: Mrs. W. B. D. Ethclyn Chilles were among the Ring The Golden Bells’’.
Mrs. Martha Anderson was hos
sermon
topic
is
“
The
Home
Of o’clock on Monday night for their
Rockland
visitors
on
Thursday.
Gray, Mrs. Rodney Brasier, Mrs.
fess at a vanishing coffee to bene
The
Church Scout program. Fine Christian
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maddox The Christian’’.
Al Donaldson, Mrs Miles Weston,
fit the Legion Auxiliary Thursday
Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton, Mrs. Ray left this week to visit with rela Carol Choir will sing in this serv leadership is provided for this
group. The Girl Scouts will hold
mond Spear. Mrs. Henry Mont tives in Weymouth, Mass., Hart ice.
Troop 243 will meet at 6.30 p. m. a meeting on Tuesday afternoon
ford, Conn., and Maryland. They
gomery and Miss Clara Spear.
plan to be gone for several weeks. Monday. Tuesday at 7 p. m. is j at 4.30 with Ruth Rogers and
Church Newa
Mrs. Marguerite Mills was hos Prayer Hour in this church and I Katherine Veazie conducting the
Baptist Church Sunday School tess to Just Us Girls Club on the Adult Choir will rehearse at • troop. The Bible group meets on
Sunday morning at 9.45 followed Tuesday evening. A lunch was 8 p. m. The Church Missionary ' Tuesday night at‘ 7.30. They will
by the service of worship at 11 served and the evening passed Society will meet at the. home of 1 study Isaiah 21, 22, and 23. All
with Rev. Jack Dow of Camden playing the Guessing Game and Mrs. Kendrick Dorman Thursday! members of the parish are welbringing the message.
Officers’ sewing.
alternoon at 2 o’clock. Marie . come. The Kola Klub will meet
Night will be observed at BYF at
Mrs. Doris Arey returned home Thurston will have charge of the j on Thursday night for business
6 o’clock followed by the evening from Knox County General Hos program. The Lincoln Baptist and program. All members are
service at 7 o’clock with Rev. pital on Friday. Mrs. Arey was Association will meet at the Rock urged to be present. The junior
Dow as speaker. Monday, Beta accompanied home from Rock land Littlefield Memorial Baptist choir will rehearse on Friday
Alpha meets at the church at 7.30. land by her husband Leon.
Church for an all day meeting on afternoon at 3 p. m., and the
World Wide Guild Girls meet at
The Lincoln senior ehoir rehearses in the eve
On Sunday morning, Jiev. W. S. Friday, Feb. 22.
7 o’clock at the home of Melinda Stackhouse will speak to parents. Baptist Association Layman’s ning at 7 o’clock. Anne Davis
Mills. Wednesday. Ladies Circle His subject will be "Gifts From group will meet at the Warren will conduct the junior choir and
meets at 2 o’clock at the church God" or "Stewardship of Chil Baptist Church on Saturday, Feb. C. Eugene DeGroff will lead the
followed by a 6 o’clock public sup dren”. There will be special 23, at 6.30 p. m. for a supper senior choir.
...
per. Thursday, prayer and praise selections by the choir.
Please meeting with a business meeting
service at 7 o’clock with Russell come and bring a friend
The South Thomaston Methodist
and entertainment to follow.
Hoffses as speaker. Friday, Guild
* » ♦
It’s not stretching a point,
Church will hold its worship serv
though, to say that satisfying
Girls will hold an outing at the
Telephone 76 for all social items,
At the Owls Head Baptist ice at 3 o'clock. Rev. Merle S.
service is to be
found at j Snow Bowl in Camden, leaving guests, parties, etc., for The
Church: Morning worship Sunday Conant will preach on the theme,
NEWBERT'S!
j the church at 1.30 o’clock.
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret at 8.45 a. m., Chureh School at ’’Loving As God Loves”. A meet
| Church School at the Federated Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St. 10 p. m., BYF at 6 p. m., and ing of the Nominating Committee,
; Church Sunday morning at 9.45 social reporter.
tf prayer hour Thursday at 7.30 Margaret Watts. Alice Robinson
I followed by the service of worship
p. m
and Mildred Mills, will be held
* ♦ »
1 at 11 o’clock. Boy Scout Sunday
after the service.
The Church
SOCIAL DANCE
will be observed with members of
Sunday at the First Baptist School meets at 2 o’clock for the
/' ' REJIAU RANT
Acorn Grange Hall, Cushing Church the Church School classes study (J the Bible. All members
Troop 215 taking part.
Senior
Youth Fellowship will meet at 6
will meet at 9.30 a. m. and the of the parish are invited to sup
SATURDAY • 8.30 to 12.00
"PLEASANT ATMOtfPH£(?£
o’clock and Junior Youth Fellow
Music by Hawaiiunaires
morning worship service will be at port the school and the sendee.
• 30(5 MAIN Street
Donation 50c
...
ship meeting at 7 o’clock. Tues
ff
• POCKCA.ND
10.45. “The Doctrine of God’’ will
!// •
/ 7(30
day. annual church meeting will ____ __________ 6-S-tf
be the subject of the message by
God’s great healing and saving
be held preceded by a 6 o’clock
the pastor, Rev. Edward T. Bar- power will be brought out at
ram. At 5.45 the Senior Ambassa Christian Science services this
dors and the Early Teen-agers will Sunday.
have their meetings. Nancy Young
im WAGONS"
ENDS SATURDAY: "WESTWARD nv
HO THE
Scriptural selections will in
FRIDAY: ONE SHOW AT 7.15
will be in charge of the ETA clude the following from Matthew
SATURDAY: AT 2.00-6.30-8.30
ROCKLAND
meeting, and Mrs. Kenneth Corey (15:30): “And great mutitudea
SUNDAY: AT 3.00 - 7.15
will be guest speaker. The pre came unto him, having with them
MAINE
Tab Hunter — Natalie WnoT
service prayer meeting will be at those that were lame, blind,
(TFl 8921
6.45 and the evening service at 7. dumb, maimed, and may others,
"THE GIRL HE
-A
Special music will be by the choir and cast them down at Jesus'
equipped for HI FIDELITY STEREOPHONIC SOUND
LEFT BEHIND"
and a brother and sister duet. In feet; and he healed them.”
Plus Warner Bros. Cartoon
SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY
the broadcast period from 7.30 to
Subject of the Lesson-Sermon is
Continuous Sunday From 3 — Mat. Daily 2 — Eve. 6.30-8.30
8 the pastors message will be on “Soul" a word which, when
$220. Cash Nite Saturday
“How to Work Out Your Salva capitalized, is used in Christian
20-21
“A WIPEKIOW MOVIE
tion’’.
Science as one of the synonyms
...SO BRILLIANT THAT
for God.
Passages to be read
from “Science and Health with
MOVIE FANS WILL BE
Key to the Scriptures" by Mary
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
TALKIW ABOUT IT
Baker Eddy include the following
SUNDAY: 3.00 to 10.30
DAILY: 2.00—6.30—8.30
(210:11-16):
FOR SOME TIME!”
“Knowing that Soul and its at
—Hfold Tribune
tributes were forever manifested
through man. the Master healed
WHO WAS THIS MAN
the sack, gave sight to the blind,
hearing to the deaf, feet to the
THEY CALLED...
lame, thus bringing to light the
scientific action of the divine
"★★★★...THE EBEMind on human minds and bodies
and giving a better understanding
RENEE IS ALMOST UNof Soul and salvation."
-Boil, N.»,
Sunday services at 10.30 a. m.,
Sunday School at 10.30 a. m., and
Wednesday night services at 7.30.
...
The Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
A Sensational New Motion Picture
Highland Street, pastor, George
Woodward, services are as fol
lows: Church School at 10 a. m.,
preaching at 11 a. m., evening
preaching at 7 p. m., and Wed
nesday evening prayer service at
.••means Trouble!
SATURDAY MATINEE
ENDS SATURDAY
7 p. m
• • •
"SLANDER"

Camden Theatre

4.-’A

un

KNOX

"RIFIFI
Directed by JULES DASSIN

WEDNESDAY ONLY: Micbele Morgan, "OASIS"

1MMIB-IUIIM
BMIEiMCMI'iaiHimiM
' GUN BROTHERS" and
KARTOON SHOW

Hith VAN JOHNSON

At the Congregational Church,

Also "GUN BROTHERS

Rev. Charles R. Monteith. pastor:
(Continued oq Page Seven)
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ANSWER THIS QUESTION
Those words do come from

And

Bible.

the

they

have

sometimes been quoted to jus

tify a man’s lack of concern
for the welfare of others.

When we

Scripture

quote

we must be careful WHOM
we are quoting!

It was Cain, the first mur

j

derer, who asked that biting
had

God

question.

said,

"Where is Abel, thy brother?

And Cain was trying to es

cape the consequences of his
crime.

us is responsible

of

Each

for his brother’s welfare. That
is the very reason this
ture

appearing

is

fea

THE CHURCH FOR ALL . . .
AU FOR THE CHURCH

your

in

newspaper.

The Church is the greatest lactor on earth lor the building o!
character and good citizenship It
is a storehouse ol spiritual values
Without a strong Church, neither
democracy nor civilization can
survive.
There are lour sound
reasons why every‘•person should
attend services regularly and sup
port the Church
They are (1)
For his own sake. (2) For his
children s sake. (3) For the sake
ol his community and nation (4;
For the sake ol the Church itself,
which needs his moral and ma
teria! support
Plan to go to
church regularly ar.d read your
Bible daily

You and your family need
the spiritual resources our
churches offer. In whichever

congregation

Christian
select

there

you

waiting

are

to

welcome you many men and

and

women

young

people

whose faith has taught them
a

deep

for

concern

their

brothers.

Book
Chapter Verses
Genesis
4
1-IS
20 20-28
Matthew
4 16-30
.-ukt
1-13
Wednesd'y .1 Corinthians 8
19-27
James
1
Thursday
1-16
1 John
3
Friday
4 10-21
Saturday . 1 John

Day
Sunday

Monday
Tuesday

re Stra.hura, Va.

• Copy right 19V. Krtstpr A«Jv. S
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Sponsored by
COFFIN'S CLOTHING

HOCKING GRANITE INDUSTRIES, INC.

Men's and Boys’

GRANITE MANTELS FOR FIREPLACES

Clark Island

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Member of Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

MCDONALD'S

410-412 MAIN STREET
Visit Our Luncheonette

PARK ST. MOTORS, INC.
MAINE

TEL. 3

THOMASTON

G. H. ASTON 8, SONS

LINCOLN E. McRAE
INVESTMENTS

Studebaker, Packard and Willya
Sales and Service

BOB'S RESTAURANT
19 PARK STREET-------- 72 MAIN STREET
Family Style Dinners Served Daily

ALBERT B. ELLIOT
INSURANCE -

REAL ESTATE

Thomaston, Maine

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS

WALTER MORSE
“FLOWERS”

BOYINGTON'S SUNOCO
CAMDEN STREET

Prescription Specialist*
428 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

CARR'S WALLPAPER AND PAINT CENTER

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
ROCKLAND’S COMPLETE FAMILY STORE

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION
U-HAUL TRAILERS FOR RENT
Telephone 8001
John Curry, Prop.

CROCKETT'S FLYING "A" SERVICE
USED CARS AND. GENERAL REPAIRING

Authorized Distributor of Dutch Boy Paints
586 MAIN ST.
TEL. 25-W
ROCKLAND

BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE
THOMASTON

-

MAINE

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Member of Federal Reserve System

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

MARITIME OIL COMPANY

McCARTY'S DRUG STORE
YOUR FAMILY DRUG STORE

SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO., INC.
ESSO PRODUCTS

STARR BROS., INC.

NEWBERT'S RESTAURANT

Clothing and Shoe*
THOMASTON

RICHARDSON'S

SENTER - CRANE'S

RICHARDS' RADIO - T. V.

A QUALITY DEPARTMENT STORE

Sales and Service — Home Appliance*
THOMASTON

Roeklnnd, Maine

W. C. LADD AND SONS

BICKNELL MANUFACTURING CO.

INSURANCE
Rockland, Maine

REED'S WOOD SHOP
Come In and Look Around
ROUTE I
SOUTH WARREN

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS
SERVICE AS YOU WANT IT

STANLEY'S GARAGE
HUDSON — RAMBLER
Sales and Service

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.
46 Park Street

Telephone 800

WIRTHMORE FEEDS

A. C. McLOON 8. CO.
Distributor Shell Gasoline, Range, Fuel Oil*
Utility-Gas and Appliances

FROST 8. WILKINS, INC.

BOSTON-ROCKLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.

RANGE AND FUEL OIL

Serving Nova Scotia, Boston, Belfast, Ellsworth
Yarmouth, Halifax, N. S.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN.
Serving Knox Count; in Thrift and
Home Ownership Since USS

ROBERT C. BURNS
Concrete Vaults and Septic Tanks
1 Old County Rd.
Phone 1435

Tueidoy-Thurxday-Salurdaf

PagaSfffll
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, preceded the business meeting,
autographed to send to absent
In The Churches
Mr. Jordan reported, on their deci
members.
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
WARREN
UNION
NORTH HAVEN
sion on a project, to be under- j
(Continued from Page Six)
Those present were: Rev. and
MISS DORIS HYLER
taken and it was voted to buy a MRS FIORENCE CALDERWOOD Brotherhood Week will be ob
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
Mrs. George R. Merriam, Maud
Correspondent
Correapondent
Correspondent
projection screen and several film
served with a sermon by the pas
Simpson, President, Julia Bever
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
Telephone 10-24
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Telephone 16-4
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home strips which could be used in the
tor at the 10.40 worship service
age. Vice President, Florence B.
BERK S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
grades.
The
screen
is
a
much
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
“Bridge Builders”. The Senior
Brown, Secretary, Jennie Bever
needed addition to the school need
Alvin Rhodes is a surgical pa
once for SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 rents
Jerry Kendall of the Portland age. Treasurer, Mrs. Eda Lead bet
Choir
will
present
an
anthem,
di

Mrs. Marie Stimpson was chair* is it can be used in the regular tient at Knox Hospital in Rock
for each line, hall price each additional time nsed. Five small
rected by Lewis Pendleton, with Press Herald, Portland, spent a ter. Mrs. Carrie Fifield, Mrs. Doris
words to a line.
; man of the dinner which preced- i class room, where as at present land.
Mrs. Howard Rollins, organist. short vacation at the home of Mr. Shields. Mrs. Alice Sampson, Mrs.
Special Notice! AU “blind ads" so called, 1. e„ advertisements
; ed the Wednesday afternoon meet- ii the pupils have to go to the dining
Mrs. Esther Butler, who under
and Mrs. M.ichael Williams with Bessie Grant, Mrs. Eva Hopkins,
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gasette office
ing of the E. A. Starrett Auxiliary. i> space which is darkened for the went surgery at the Augusta Chureh School classes will con
for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
their son Peter who is a student ] M,.g Nora Watermant Mrs. Wi„nl.
vene
at
9
for
four
year
obis
i
After the business meeting, a short t purpose. Following the business General Hospital, is convalescing
A name should appear on aU classified ads to secure best results.
in Portland. Alden Mills who is] B. Ames, Mrs. Nellie Beverage,
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
program on Abraham Lincoln was meeting. Harold Proctor, social at the home of her brother and through high school, and at 10.30
.also a student there and Pete Mrs. Katharyn Babbidge, Mrs.
for
those
two
years
old
through
'
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
1 presented. There were readings worker, from the State Depart sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Lind
No classifies «d» will be accepted without the cash and no boobgrade nine. Comrades of the room together
| Olive Lermond, Mrs. Cynthia
by Mrs. Clara Leach, Mrs. Lucy ment of Health and Welfare, gave ley Wiley in Warren.
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
i Rev. George R. Merriam, Piesi- Witherspoon. Mrs. Olive Gregory,
Way meet at 6.30.
Stimpson. Mrs. Nancy Benner and • a most interesting and educational
The
1*TA
is
trying
to
equip
a
ALL ML'ST BE PAID FOR
Appointments for the week - dent of the local branch of Red Mrs. Lena Stone, Mrs. Edna Dyer,
Mr«. Edna White. Mrs. Luella I' talk on his work, followed by a room for the use of the teachers.
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
Crockett introduced a contesta.j, question and answer period. Re- Proceeds from the recent food elude: Monday. Girl Scouts al 3. ' Cross, has recently received from Mrs. Orilla Sampson, Mrs. Susie
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.
Newly covered penny collection •i lieshments were served by Mrs. sale paid for the painting. They and Boy Scout Troop 206 at 7: Knox County headquarters at Wooster, Mrs. Nettie Witherspoon.
baskets were used. These were • Violt Billings. Mrs. Louie Wren. now need a cot. a small table or Tuesday. Girl Scouts at 3, and thc I Rockland an Emergency First Aid Mrs. Ann Calderwood. Mrs. Alta
the work of Miss LaVerne Young. ' Mrs. Freda Stimpson. Mrs. Kath- desk, and a few small chairs. Girl Scout Leaders at 7.30; Wed- Kit which is being kept at the Burgess, Mrs. Alice Grant, Mrs.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Nettie B. Crockett, Mrs. Agnes
At the Feb. 27, the members will i, 1 ryn Jameson and Mrs. Barbara Also one pair of draperies which nesday, choir rehearsal for the I North Haven Boat Wharf.
S< w on new ribbons and there will I Bowman. The next meeting will must be at least nine feet long. 'Teeners” at 6..'JO. and the Senior 1 Mrs. Rose Sherer who is at the Beverage, Mrs. Doris Youngquist,
TEN Cord Oak Bolts for .sale,
ELECTRIC Range and Refrig
good, clear. MERRILL DRINK- erator for sale. Nearly new TEL. bo degree work. Miss Doris Hyler be March 12 and will be a 4-H Club If anyone has any of the above Choir at 7: Thursday, the Odds i home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Elizabeth Bunker, Mrs. Lena
21-23 will be dinner chairman.
WATER. 48 Pearl Street, Cam- 450.
Program.
items which they would like to and Ends meet; Friday. Pack 206 j Bains has part time employment Dickey and Etta Beverage,
den.
20 22
ACHIMENES Bulbs for sale.
A chimney fire ait the home of
Lady Lions held a banquet at donate it would be appreciated if holds its seventh annual “Blue ! as cashier in Winslows Cash Mar-! Thus three charter members
1963 CHEVROLET 2 dr. for i assorted colors. 10c each. RENA jaimar Miskala, called out the the Knox Hotel in Thomaston, they would call any of the follow and Gold Banquet” at 6.15
ket.
, were present. Mrs. Katharyn Dunsale. $495. BEE LINE SERVICE. FADES. Friendship. Maine.
fire department Wednesday morn Wednesday evening, followed by ing: Mrs. Alexander Hardie, Miss
• • •
Superintendent Harold Wiggin of can Babbidge, Miss Jennie Bever21-23
GO New County Road.
19-21
At the Chureh of the Nazarene. j Union was in town Wednesday of age and Miss Etta Beverage. Now
ing.
There was no damage.
installation of officers, with Mrs. Ida Hughes or Mrs. Curtis PaySILVER Plated B flat Cornet j BEDROOM Sets, dining room
Rev.
R. O. Johnston, pastor, j last week, returning with the ] it is work for birthday number
Anne
Johnston
the
installing
offi

Mathew
Busby,
who
has
been
son .
and Case for sale, $30; also heavy set. chairs, and other articles for
VIRGINIA
ELIJS, Tel. confined to bed for six months, is cer. Installed were; Mrs. Nancy
Mi. and Mrs. John Moody ar Sunday School begins at 9.45 j traveling men aboard the Mary A. 35 in 1958.
iron base orchestra music stand, sale.
FiftPPn inchps of jpp were found
________ 21*26 now dressed and down stairs. He Barrett, Queen Lioness; vice rived home Wednesday from a. m. with Norma Cuthtoertson.
$5. TEL. 1055.
19 21 CEdar 6-3882.
GIRL S Spring Coat for sale, js able to do his school work, but president. Mrs. Carol Varnum; Junction
,)p
,hp F,.pl(h Pond ]a,t wppk,
ALUMINUM COMBINATION
City,
Kansas.
Mr. th.. auperintedent. in charge. The j
secretary, Mrs. Evangeline Gib Moody has completed his service morning worship hour is U off the old ice house site; and Tenants Harbor
WINDOWS & DOORS FOR SALE light blue boucle, excellent cond.. does have to rest several times
Top quality (NEWCO Mark V) size 8. hat to match; also boy’s; day.
son; treasurer. Mrs. Evelyn Pay- in the U. S. Army and has re o’clock.
The Young People’s with the cold near zero weather of
MRS HENRY ALLEN
triple track. The window with a light gray plaid topcoat, size 6x
meeting is at 6 p. m. with Mary Monday night and Tuesday morn
and
cap
to
match.
TEL.
66.
20-22
<
ceived
his
discharge.
Correspondent
Mrs.
Augusta
Moon
of
Hartford.
I
son;
Uil
Mrs.
Anne
John
reputation, sold and installed,
Telephone M
Howard Hawes is reported im Studley in charge. The evening ing there may now be more. No
I^ARGE Glenwood Comb. Gas Conn., and Mr. and Mrs. E. C. I ston- The badies are Planning for
factory to you by Kenniston Bros.
Exclusive Knox County Distribu and Oil Kitchen Range for sale; ' Ross and son Charles of Portland. ! 11 food 8ale' March 4 this to hclP proving from his surgical opera evangelistic service is at 7 one cutting.
tors. HOWARD M. KENNISTON, also Whitney stroller - carriage were visitors with her sister. Mrs i detr“y thp PXPcnse of a girl going tion at the Osteopathic Hospital :n o'clock. The Wednesday night
Mr. and Mrs. Cedric Smalley
Successful Years Of Guild Work
23 Gay Street, Rockland Tel. comb. HARLAND DEMUTH. Tel. Minerva Marshall, on their wav to ! to ®rk' State’ The next me'“,inR Portland.
prayer meeting will be at the
entertained at their home Satur
20*22
1430-W. WarrA CRestwood 4-2686. Union STate 5-2372
will be Feb. 27, with Mrs. Anne
On Tuesday, Feb. 12 the Unity day. Feb. 9. honoring the eighth
Boy Scout Troop 207 received parsonage, 16 Maverick Street, it
Camden CEdar 6-3066.
129-tf
194' PONTIAC 4 dr. sedan for Rockland tor a visit with relatives.
Guild
ol' the North Haven Baptist
7
o
’
clock.
The
monthly
Mission

their
charter
at
their
meeting
Mrs.
Guy
Shaw
entertained
at
sale, excellent condition, one
birthday of their daughter Arlene.
owner (Donald Karl).
May be supper. Saturday evening, observ
ary meeting will be Thursday eve Church observed its 34th birthday.
Tuesday
evening
held
at
the
TO
LET
John Deere Tractor
Twenty of her little friends were
seen at 50 LAWN AVE.. Tel 1727. ing the birthday of her husband
Methodist vestry. Several par ning at 7 o’clock at the home of It was organized in Jan. 17. 1923, to
ONE. Two and Three Rm. Apts,
2C*22 and daughter, Carmille. Guests
aid in securing needed money for present. Refreshments were served
ents
and
friends
attended
the
Mrs.
Nancy
Flaherty,
40
Grace
SNOW
to let, heated. H&C water.
29
SILENT Glow 2 burner sleeve
the work of the church in their consisting of cake and ice cream,
occasion. Harold Webb is troop Street .
were Mrs. Violet Brimigion, Mrs. BEECH STREET. Tel. 1116-W.
type
oil
heater
for
sale,
used
very
W. S. Pillsbury & Son
new church building at the village. with a special cake made by her
Annie
Aspoy
and
Miss
Hilda
committee
chairman
and
Linwood
21*26
little. Reasonably priced. TEL.
WAIFBwilL
1759.
20 22 As pel.
are 20 boys There were 16 charter members, nana. Addie Erickson. Arlene re
THREE rm. furn. apt. and bafh Staples in Scoutmaster, while master. There
Mrs. Corinne Perkins is con to let. elec, stove and refrig. Hairy Burns is Assistant Scout registered in three patrols, with Mrs. Lenora Cooper, deceased, ceived many lovely gifts, and a
DIVANS or Studio Ooucbes foi
__________________
21-S-24
sale, $20 and $7.50; also bureaus. valescing from surgery at the F. G. PRIEST, 109 Park St.. Tel.
leaders of the Beaver Patrol, Mrs. Isadore Young, deceased, pleasant afternoon was enjoyed by
BED Spring and Mattre.ss for
I0M.
21-r Johnston.
$4 and $7; bedroom set, $30; beds.
V (in aid Jackson; Panther Pa Mrs. Nellie York, Mrs. Clara Dyer, all. Invited guests were,; Sandra,
sale, $15; also kitchen cabinet, $5 up; kitchen cabinet, $5. Other home of her sister. Mrs. Bertha
NEWLY Reno vated 3 Room
$15; dining room set, china closet. I
Moody. Waldoboro.
Members of the Warren Day Ex trol. Steven Knight; and Eagle deceased, Mrs. Katharyn Duncan Sheila and Gilbert Dare and Antable and 5 chairs. $25; divan. $40; furniture. Can be seen Saturday
The Georges Valley 4-H Boys, Furn. Upstairs Apartment to let. tension Group and of the Evening Patrol. Steven Jacobs. Senior pa Babbidge, Mrs. Grace Perry, Mrs. gelia Rogers of Rockland, Alice
afternoon,
Feb.
16.
Legion
Hall.
tables.
S3 each. Call at
100 I Union. Auction Saturday evening. will meet with their leader, Mrs. all modern. Suitable for couple. Group, attended the meeting at
trol leader is Bruce Webb. Re Alma Leyonburg, deceased, Mrs. and Ann Mahonen of Thomaston,
Call at 33 PURCHASE STREET
UNION STREET. City.
19-21 HARVEY GURNEY. Union. 20 22
Loda
Martin.
Tuesday
evening.
the
Farnsworth
Memorial
Tues

freshments were served follow Hattie Brav, Mrs. Stella Whitmore, Kenny and Stevie Jaeoheon, Jane.
oi 1074-M.
21 23
Venetian Blinds-Window Shad A
50 CORDS Yarded Hardwood Feb. 19. She asks each boy to
deceased, Mrs. Mabel Burgess, de Judy. Billy und Russell Johnson,
day.
The
subject
was
“
Buying
ing the program.
Made To Fit Your Windows
THREE Rms. and bath, unfurn.
Pulp cut over two years for sale, bring a piece of rope with which
ceased, Mrs. Carrie Parsons, de Spike and Roberta Wall, Bobby
Guides.
”
with
Mrs.
Charlotte
All Styles and Colors
floated apt. to let.
Inquire 130
Women’s Community Club
located Winslow’s Mills and North to practice knots.
Jacobson. Linda and Randy Phil
Free Estimates — Call
UNION STREET. Tel. 158. 21*23 Smith, Extension clothing special
The Women’s Community Club ceased, Mis. Montie Stone, de lips and Sharon and Keith Smal
Waldoboro. To be sold at sacri
Tel. 939
ceased.
Mrs.
Emma
Stone,
de

The PTA met at the Grade
ist,
in
charge.
She
gave
an
inter

fice.
14
ELM
STREET.
Biddeford.
FOR RENT
held
an interesting
meeting
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
ley. all of St. George. Gale and
Maine. Tel. 3-3621.
19-2: School. Tuesday evening. From
HOSPITAL Beds, Folding W’heel esting talk in what to look for Tuesday evening at the Methodist ceased, Mrs. Mildred Stone, Miss
579-589 Main St.
Rockland, Me.
the executive board meeting which hairs. Tel. 939. UNITED HOME when buying. Speakers were also vestry. Guests were present from Jennie Beverage and Miss Etta Bruce Wiley. Special guests were
136-S-tf
her aunts. Georgia Jacobson and
SUPPLY CO.. 579-589 Main St. present from different stores in
31 FT. Lobster Boat for sale. Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.
The Beverage. Under the pastor Rev. Lillian Nelson and Addie Erick
Buckland,■ Me.
12-S-ti Rockland. At 1 o’clock a fashion the Auxiliary and Legion.
Milton
G.
Perry
now
of
Tampa,
PHILIP BRAMHALL. Friendship.
EGGS & CHICKS
speaker was Dr. W. O. Lippman.
son. The mothers were guest of
THREE Rm. Apt. to let. furn. show, showing clothing for chil
•
19 21
psychiatrist of Togus.
At the Florida.
or
unfurn..
in
Rockport.
F.
G.
CLEMENTS
WHITE
LEG
LADY’S Bureau, Vanity. Man’s
dren from two years to teen-age business meeting, the club voted
For the first time all the mem Mrs. Smalley.
HORNS — pullet (hicks grow PRIEST. 109 Park Street. Tel. was staged. Little Valorie Leach,
Chest for sale. Walnut finish. Call
WANTED
024.
20-U
contributions to the March of bers present had a day of rest, as I.Et.AL NOTICE
quickly, economically into healthy
evenings 285-W2 or days 1753.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Miles Dimes, Heart Drive and Oppor dinner was served them at Nebo
FTATE OF MAINE
high producing layers. Produce
MRS. PAUL SEAVEY.
19-tf
FURN.
Four
Room
Apt.
with
COAST Guard Officer with two more eggs per bag of feed. Priced
Leach wras one of the three year
tunity Farm.
Superintendent of Lodge by proprietors, Mr. and Knox. ss.
children desires to rent unfurnish reasonably. Maine-U. S. Approved bath to let. Private entrance, old models.
Superior Court
Attending w’ere:
Mrs. Lloyd Crockett with their
ed three bedroom house. Willing Pullorum* Clean. Also Red-Rock* good location. TEL. 855-J. 20*22 Mrs. Jerry Kinney, Mrs. Hazel Schools Harold Wiggin urged the
TO THE HONORABLE JUSto pay good rent for the right (Black Pullets), Reds. Golder
club to support the music pro able crew of assistants, Arlene TICE
NICE Comfortable Room to 1< t.
OF
THE
SUPERIOR
place. Reply THOMAS CLINGAN Crosses for eggs. White Rocks toi 3rd floor. STANLEY HOUSE, 28 Hills. Mrs. Mildred Gammon. Mrs. gram, a pjn-t of the school bud Brown, Evelyn Brown and Betty COURT, next to be held at Rock
c o The Courier-Gazette.
21*23 meat. Write CLEMENT CHICKS I Spring Stru t, <no drinking! 20’22 Led.i Martin, Mrs. Anne Johnston,
Joy.
A
delicious
baked
ham
din

land.
within
and
for
the County
get, at the annual town meeting.
MALE or Female Bookkeeper INC., Route 33, Winterport. Me.
THREE
Room
Unfurnished Mrs. Ath’enc Damon, Mrs. Honore March 12. the clifb will hold ner with extras, in observance of of Knox and State of Maine on
the first Tuesday of May, A. D.
and Office Manager wanted. Must
<C) Apartment with flush to let: also Hale, Mrs. Avis Norwood, Mrs. Guest Night with speaker
and Valentines Day was served to 32 1957.
be capable of assuming heavy re
6 room unfurnished apartment Mary Erickson, Mrs. Anne St red,
members
and
their
pastor
Rev.
Respectfully represents Kathryn
_______
21-S-24 sponsibilities. Salary open com
with fluah. Reasonable. TEI.. 392- Mrs. Sarah Butler, Mrs. Elsa program to be announced.
WEAL ESTATE
George R. Merriam.
E. Clukey of Thomaston, County
M.
19-21
NEW Furnaces lor coal, wood, mensurable to ability. Write or
Kigel, Mrs. Wanda Erkkila, Mrs.
After dinner their meeting was of Knox and State of Maine, that
and oil for sale, installed com phone Mr. Barker for appoint
MODERN Apartment to let. all
SOUTH WARREN
12 ROOM House with Garage
held in the Memorial Room and she was lawfully married to
plete anywhere. Nothing down. ment at INDEPENDENT IjOB- for sale, steam heat, bath. H&C kitchen facilities. Bath with show Jean Laukka, Mrs. Lilja Laukka
Everett Diaper spent the week- the following program carried out Richard B. Clukey of Dexter.
and Mrs. Eila Leach.
Small monthly payments starting STER COMPANY. Rockland.
Finest er. Electricity and heated. Adults
20-22 water, income property.
i end at the home of his parents, under Mrs. Maud Simpson, Presi County of Penobscot and State of
May if desired. 36 mos. terms.
Church Notices
location. 29 BEECH STREET only. Suitable for one or two per
Maine at Owls Head. County of
SECONDHAND Acetylene Cut Tel. 1116-W.
Write today; SUPERIOR HEAT
19-21
21 2‘ sons. TEL. 1755 or 492.
Rev. Sterling Helmar has chosen Mr. and Mrs. Percy Draper in dent with Miss Jennie O. Beverage Knox and State of Maine on the
ING CO., 351 Sherwood St., Port ting Outfit wanted. TEL. 969-M.
Greene.
FURNISHED
Heated
and
Un

A New Six Room House with
for his sermon subject, for the
and Mrs. Nettie B. Crockett as sixteenth day of April. 1955;
20-22
land, Tel. SP 3-8617.
13*23 Rockland.
Mrs. Estelle Newbert and Mrs.
And your Libellant further al
bath in Thomaston for sale. Oi heated Apts to let, some newly
special
program
committee:
ANTIQUE Firearms, flint lock automatic heat, aluminum doors painted, with lights and water morning service “The Eternal
GOOD L’SKD CARS
leges that the residence of said
Leila Smalley were guests on
Prayer by Rev. George R. Mer Libellee is unknewn to your Libel
V. F. STUDLEY. Broad Foundation.” Church School at
We finance our own cars. No and percussion, etc., wanted, also and windows. TEL. 504-WK be paid.
I Tuesday at the Copeland-Wood
finance or interest charge. MUN powder flasks and bullet molds. tween 5 p. m. and 8 p. m. or a’ way, Tel. 1234 or 77 Park Street. 11.10. For the evening service. I
riam.
Singing America, which lant and cannot be ascertained by
17-tf Mr. Helmer will speak on “A home.
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North H. W. LITTLE. 360 Broadway, day Saturday and Sunday. 21*23 Tel. 8060.
was followed by a reading by Mrs. reasonable diligence;
20-25
Rev. and Mis. William Smith of
Main Street.
16-tf Tel. 532
That the Libellant und Libellee
Chosen Generation.” Monday eve
“SEE US TODAY
Simpson covering the past 34
GENERAI, Housework wanted
Gardiner and Mrs. Alton Wing of
cohabited in this atate after their
PIGS and Shoats for salt.
Ttl LET
ning
the
teachers
of
the
church
years. The year 1923 was depicted said marriage;
For
Homes
by
day
or
hour.
TEL.
1893-K.
GREENLAW FARMS. Lincoln
Augusta were Sunday guests at O
by Miss Jennie Beverage appear_________ 19*21 j
Furnished or Unfurnished Apt. school will go to Augusta, where B. Libby’s.
That the Libellant resided in
ville Avenue, Belfast, Maine.
ALE Prices and Locations
the
first
of
a
series
of
training
! ing in what was no doubt one of this state when the cause of di
154-tf
ALL kinds of old painted com- ■
3 Rooms and Butli
classes
will
he
conducted
at
the
vorce
accrued as herein after set
AUSTIN D. NELSON & CO.
Sec Al personally
modes wanted.
I will pay $IC j
her “best” dresses of that day, yet
forth;
MISCELLANEOUS
Penney Memorial Church
AL'S BEAUTY SALON
each for the lift top variety. Will 63 FARR ST.
!
no
longer
in
late
style.
The
minutes
TEL 928
That the Libellant has been
17 Park Street
also pay top prices for all kinds
The mid-week service will be in
Tins ndvertisement redeemable ' of th" fl,st meeting, and names of faithful to her marriage vowa and
YOUR HEADQUARTERS
20-tf
21-23 the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roger
of old pine and maple furniture
F. H. WOOD
by any adult for one free leather officers and charter members to her obligations but that the
FOR WELDING SUPPLIES
in any quantity. Write or phone
On large lot In first grade
AT 81 Union Street: 3 room un Teague. Thursday will be the belt. No purchase necessary, were then read by the secretary. Libellee has been unmindful of
W. J. FRENCH. 10 High Street.
WLSTIXGHOl SE
Camden. Maine, Tel. CEdar 6 neighborhood; 8 rooms with twe furnished apt. to let, with modern Fellowship Supper, with Mrs. Ber AIGWARM. INC., Rockland. 20*22 Mrs. Florence B Brown; 1933 was the (amr;
• Electric Welders
That there is no collusion be
3759.
15-tf bathrooms, double garage, ce kitchen and bath, heated. CALL tha Drewett and Mrs. Alice Wot
NOTICE
ably shown by Mrs. Alice Wood tween your Libellant and the said
mented basement, new heating 893 days. 233 evenings.
14-tf ton in charge. There will be an
• Gas Drive Welders
After this date. I will pay only
MASON WORK WANTED
unit and in good repair. $9500.
UNFURN. Three Rnt. Apt. with all-day meeting of the Lincoln ‘.hose bills contracted bv myself man Grant; when skirts were Libellee to obtain a divorce;
• Welding Rods
Chimneys cleaned and repaired
Pleasant Street location: At
That the said Libellee has been
much shorter then now; 1943 was
IIAROIJ) P. MOORE
roofing and carpentering. AL tractive 8 room home with all bath to let. Elec, stove and re Baptist Association Friday, at the
Mrs. Cynthia Witherspoon who guilty of extreme cruelty and
?WE GUARANTEE to Save You FRED NICKLES, Mason, Tel. conveniences. Hardwood floors, frig., thermostatic heat and hot Littlefield Memorial Chureh in February 12 1957
19-21
20*22 was very attractive aitho wearing cruel and abusive treatment to
969-M, P O. Box 493, Rockland I modern kitchen and bath and nice water. TEL. 1616.
Money On Your OXYGENward your said Libellant;
CHANEY H. RIPLEY. Rug and slacks, which were starting its
THREE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to Rockland. Saturday evening the
_______________________ 156-tf neighborhood. $12,000.
WHEREFORE your Libellant
men
of
the
Lincoln
Baptist
Asso

ACETYLENE Needs
Upholstery
Cleaning
Service.
All
let.
oil
heat,
bath;
also
1
rm.
furn.
DON'T Discard You Old Oi
vogue for fair.
prays that a divorce from the
Cape Cod Colonial on 120 acres
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN or land. Pretty view, hilltop loca apt., kitchenette, bath, stove, re ciation will meet for supper in the vork guaranteed. Tel. ROCK
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ames moved bonds of matrimony between her
LAND 940-K.
14-26
NEWMAN for restoring and re tion. several acres in blueberry frig., heated. Ref. reg. Adults Montgomery Rooms.
Morris Gordon
here
from Vinalhaven in 1951 and self and the said Libellee may be
finishing. 48 Masonic St., Tel production, large field of slraw- only. 45 TALBOT AVENUE. 20-22
decreed, and further that she may
At the Second Congregational Camp To Rent? Biwit To Sell?
became
valued members of out be allowed to resume her maiden
1106-M
l-t
Don
’
t
miss
the
all-state
and
FIVE
Unfurnished
Rooms
and Son
___ ________________ berries, newly planted. House .
.
“,“u Chureh Sunday morning Church
bath
to
let.
hot
water,
circula
5Ut-of-state
readership
of
the
r. i
church and Winnie of the Guild, name of Kathlyn E. Ludwig.
EXPERIENCED. Conscientious has 'all modern conveniences and
13-tf;
ting heater.
Inquire 12 KNOX School will meet at 9.30, worship ‘Magazine of Maine’’ Classified and she wore a dress of 1953 which
Dated at Rockland. County of
Fish Cutter wanted, permanent good water supply. $10,000.
serivee
at
10.30,
Rev.
Curtis
Cady
Ids!
Only
10c
a
word,
$2
miniSTREET.
Tei.
1382-M.
21-tf
job, good wages. Write P. F., c/o
At the South End on large lot.
was indeed suitable for any occa Knox and State of Maine this
num,
paid
In
advance.
InterestBusby''«
sermon
topic
being
“
The
USED Oil Ranges for sale, white THE COURIER-GAZETTE.
twelfth dav of February, A. D.
4-tf 5 rooms and bath on each floor,
TWO 2 Room Unhcated and
porcelain oil and elec, comb., gas ~ LOBSTERS wanted. Top price* hot water heat (oil), attached Unfurn. Apts, to let. All with elec, Duty of Going Ahead." Monday. ng to read, too: “Boat Mart” — sion of this day and age. Then 1957.
‘
Flower
Mart"
—
“
Antiques
”
—
I
Mrs.
Agnes
Beverage
brought
the
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON CO.. paid for good stock. REGAL barn-garage.
KATHRYN E. CLUKEY
May be used as refrig. and range. CALL 677 be Feb. 18. the Standing Committee
Tel. 1510.
143-tf LOBSTER CO., Rockland 17D5.
single or duplex. $6,200.
tween 8 a. m. and 5.30 p. m. or and Parish Officers will meet at “Trades" — Etc. DOWN EAST show up to date with a very chic
STATE OF M AINE
MAGAZINE,
Camden,
.Maine.
On Route 17. An attractive COUSENS REALTY. Tel. 1538
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale; reg. ___________________________ 152-tf
and stylish outfit. Thus 34 years Knox. ss.
the
Church.
11-tf
•
143-tf
ular $10.95 for $6.95. NORTH
February 12, 1957
had been quickly coveted.
WE BL'Y Scrap Iron, Metals, stand of buildings consisting of a
WELL! WE1X! WELL!
sewn room house with bath, cen
EASTLAND
TRADING POST, Rags and Batteries.
Signed, sworn and acknowl
UNFURN. Heated. Thermosta
Mrs.
Simpson
then
spoke
of
the
If It is water vou need, write
tral heat and attached barn. Six tically Controlled, Four Rm. Apt.
Thomaston.
1-tf
edged before me.
SERVICES
MORRIS GORDON and SON
a. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill- past presidents, Mrs. Lenora Coop
HARRIET G. LEACH.
PIPE FOR SALE
Leland Street
Rockland acres of field and wooded land. to let, shower, elec, kitchen range
$6900.
Notary Public.
PAINTING and Paperhanging, ng Contractor, P. O. Box 135. er. Miss Jennie Beverage, Mrs.
Black and galvanized. AU sizes,
and refrig., plenty h&c water
ISOtf
Attractive cottage at Megunti free. Over CARR’S WALLPAPER inside and outside work. All work Jamden. Tel. 2768. Installment Eva Crabtree, Mrs. Ida Dyer;
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO.,
STATE OF MAINE
>lan
also
available,
no
down
pay

cook Lake. Three
bedrooms AND PAINT CTR. Rent $11 per guaranteed. Will furnish material
Lime Street.
_____ 1-tf
Treasurers have been Etta Bever (L. S.l
screened porch facing lake and week. Inquire 586 Main St., or Tei. Work accepted any place. AL ment necessary. Member of New
KNOX. SS.
Clayt Bitler
BABY Parakeets for saie, full
garage. Fullv furnished including 25-W.
England and National Association. age, Mrs. Mabelle B. Stone. Mrs.
6-tf BERT BROWN. Tel. 451-R.
Clerk’s Office. Superior Court.
line of parakeet foods and mineral
Elizabeth
Bunker,
and
present
boat. $9,000.
dZe
are
able
to
book
more
work
Have your chimneys cleaned.
Rockland, February Term.
THREE Room Apartment on
health grit. GRACE’S GARDENS,
Wants Ta See Yoa About
now.
1-tf
See F. H. WOOD. Court House.
Miss Jennie O. Beverage. Mrs.
17-tf
A. D. 1967.
Mrs. Charles A. Swift. 9 Booker
Rockland.
21-23 Main Street to let, unfurnished,
SAW Filing and Tool Grinding Simpson closed her remarks by
Upon the foregoing LIBEL
LITTLE & HOFFSES
St.. Thomaston. Tel 374
1-tf
heated. TEL. 1870.
11-tf
Goodyear Tires
.romptly done. All work guaran calling to mind that the Com Ordered. That the Libellant give
Building Contractors
FIVE Room Unfurnished Up
COTTAGES
HOMFS
teed. R. F. and D. R. EATON. Tel.
135-tf
notice to said Richard B. Clukey
Tel. 178-11
stairs Apt. to rent. TEL. 541. 2-tf
106-tf munion Table was a memorial, to appear before our Superior
50 High Street, Thomaston. Maine 561-W. Rockland.
TWO
Rm.
Furn.
Apt.
to
let.
PAINTING and Paperhanging.
Fly Northeast Airlines, connee- from the Guild, for Mrs. Isadore Court to be holden at Rockland,
Kitchen-Bathroom Tile & Linoleum
Easy to heat. Adults. Apply 12
Inside and out, all work positively
Young and the two flower ped- within and for the County of Knox
tloaa
made
for
all
lines
Foundations - Chimneys
WARREN
STREET
151-tf
guaranteed. Will furnish material.
on the first Tuesday of May A. D.
Remodeling & House-Builders
GIFFORDS. Rockland, Me.
e«tals for Eva Crabtree.
Work accepted Warren to Camden.
FIVE-Room Unfurnished Apart
1957. by publishing an attested
Free Estimates
The
program
continued
with
CESSPOOLS
ANO
SEPTIC
TANKS
Estimates free.
VAN E. RUS
ment to let, hot and cold watei
copy of said Libel, and this order
119-tf
V
Miss
Jennie
Beverage
in
charge.
leaned,
repaired
and
Installed,
SELL.
Phone 87V-M. Post Office
supplied.
Located
in
Blcknel
thereon, three weeks successively
WE repair and service all automatic cleaning equipment.
21-S-24 Box 761. Rockland
78-tf
Block. Not heated. CHARLES E
makes of sessrlng machines and Free Inspection and estimates. Reading of an orignal alphabitcal in The Courier-Gazette, a news
Ro<kland Maine
BICKNELL, n, Realtor, Phone
vacuum cleaners. SliNGER SEW- | 4ANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally poem by Mrs. Nettie Crockett. paper printed in Rockland in our
164' W
1647-W.
82-tf
ING MACHINE CO., 395 Main ■wned and operated Tai Camden Singing "Little Brown Church in County of Knox, the last publica
tion to be thirty days at least
FURN. and Unfurn Apts, to let. Street, Rockland. TeL 1724.
COMMERCIAL
FARMS
8-tf 'mrn.e s.mso
the Vale”. Readings, Mrs. Julia prior to said first Tuesday of May,
If You Need A Year-Round Income
Adults. Inquire in person at 11
Twenty-four Hour Photo 8ervBeverage
and
Mrs.
Li
na
B.
Stone.
next, that he may there and then
JAMES STREET.
108-tf lee. Ask for It at your local store
Questionaire. from a Indian Head in our said court appear and show
You Can Earn Good Income As An Avon Representative
THREE rms. plus new full bath nr at GIFFORD’S. Rockland, Me.
Penny, .by Mrs. Nettie Crockett cause. If any he have, why the
and new Youngstown sink to let
is the time
Cousens' Realty
Itf
Right In Your Own Neighborhood
turn, or unfurn. Adults pref. R. f
Reading: “Lincoln’s last Birthday'* prayer of said Libellant should
to trade in
not be granted.
Pleasant, Dignified Work, Mature Women Preferred.
DuBineBB vipporvunineB
required. Inquire in person at
by Etta Beverage. Lincoln's Get- RANDOLPH A. WEATHERBEE,
11 JAMES ST
I38tf
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
Almost aU Electrical Household
IMMEDIATE PLACEMENT — CONTACT
tisburg
speech
given
by
Mra.
^our
vehicle
Justice of the Superior Court.
FTVE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. for rent
Appliances Can Be Bepalred by
tl LIMEROCK ST.
Elizabeth Bunker. Singing Ameri A true copy of the Lfbel and
completely tiled bath with show
MRS. EDMUND LEBRUN, Mgr.
HOCSE-SHEBMAN, INC.
Order of the Court thereon.
ca the Beautiful. Remarks by Mr.
er, garage, auto, oil hot water
PARK STREET MOTORS, Inc.
TEL 1538
"Tour Crosley-Bendlx Dealer*
Attest:
HAMPDEN HIGHLANDS. MAINE
heat
nice
view of
Rockland
Merriam. Singing “God be With
68 Park SL
TeL 706
PEARL E. BORCERBON.
Harbor. 13 South Street. Inquire
Rockland - Maine
You". Benediction by Mr. Mer
Telephone Hampden 102 Collect after 6 ar Bangor 3251
Clerk.
OOUSENS REALTY, Tel. 1558,
15-EOS-tf
r
19-21
60-EOI-tf
,
(L
S.j
_____ _
riam. Six Valentine cards were
134-tl
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GRETA LUNDIN IS TO WED

Camera Club To

DONALD K. CHAMPLIN

See Slides On

5 r

!

lln. Mae Philbrook served as
hostess to the F.E.W. Class Thurs
day evening at her home on Pleas
ant street. Following a short busi
ness meeting the evening was
spent in making quilt squares.
Those present were Mrs. Mildred
Hart. Mrs. Esther Ramsdell, Mis.
Norma Philbrook. Mrs. Annie
Atnea and Mrs. Helen Fogarty.

Linda McAuliffe, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter McAuliffe.
42 Fplton Street, celebrated her
eighth birthday Tuesday. Feb. 12.
at her grandmother's home. Linda
received many nice gifts. A pea
nut hunt was won by Goldie Ann
McAuliffe and Polda Poland.
Games were played. A beautiful
cake, given by her grandmother,
ice cream, cold drinks and sand
Edwin Libby Relief Corps held wiches were served.
a regular meeting Thursday night
at the G.A.R. hall. Final arrange
Miss Nancy Harmon. Mechanic
ments were made for a cooked Street. Camden, was head of
food sale oday in Newberry's win decorations and ticket sales for
dow.
M.-s. Mabel Richardson the dormitories in the college
was elected to fill the unexpired quadrangle during the Winter
term of Mrs. Millie Thomas to the Carousel at Wellesley College the
G.A.R. Association
committee. weekend of February 15. Daugh
Plans were also made for a cov ter of Mr. and Mis. Gilbert Haered dish upper at thc next meet man, the Camden student is a
ing on Feb. 28.
graduate of Gould Academy in
Bethel, Maine, and now is a
There will be a book review by sophomore at Wellesley.
Fred Perkins Tuesday. Feb. 26
at 8 o’clock at the Public Library
Girl Scout Troop 13 held a com
bined Valentine and book party
The Chapin Class will meet with this week with the girls dressed in
Miss Jennie Brown. 19 Beech costume to represent book charac
Street, Tuesday afternoon, Feb. ters such as Tom Sawyer, Huck
19.
Finn. Little Women, etc. Donna
Reynolds and Dawn Brackett had
John Curry, proprietor of the charge of the games while Ruth
Rockland Esso Station on Park
Ann Loker, Patricia Coombs and
Street, is a surgical patient at Barbara Childs were the refresh
Knox Hospital.
ment committee. Gloria Chase,
Beverly Vanorse and Ruth Brewer,
Mrs. Josephine Rice entertained
the clean up committee. Other
the C.O.P. Club Thursday evening
members of the troop present
at her Lindsey street home at a
were Carol Escorsio, Elizabeth
Valentine party with husbands as
Munsey, Audrey Smith, Sharon
special guests. A covered dish
Trcneer, Dorothy Teel, Arvilla
supper and social evening was en
Powell, Gail Rowling and Kath
joyed by those attending which in
|
erine Gray.
cluded Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Pack
I
ard, Ray Foley, Mr. and Mis. Al
Roger Grindle, son of Mr. and
bert Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Mrs. Edward Grindle, has been
Willett. Mrs. Josephine Anderson. placed on the dean's list with the
Mr.-and Mrs. Thomas Chisholm. highest point average of his entire
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Nash and class at Farm.ngton State Teach
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Benner.
ers’ College.

The Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church men’s groups and their
wives were entertained by mem
bers of the Lend-A-Hand Class
Thursday night at a supper and
social evening in the church par
lors. Mrs. Annie Dorman served
a delicious supper and Mrs. Lillian
Lord presented a most delightful
program to complete the evening.
The MacDonald Class of the
First Baptist Church met at the
home of Mrs. Susan Bowley. Tal
bot avenue Thursday evening for
a White Cross meeting.
Miss
Charlotte Cook led the devotions
on the Heart theme and a letter
from Mr. and Mrs. Norman Camp,
missionaries
in
the
Belgian
Conga, sponsored by the MacDon
ald Class was read by Mrs. Sybil
Mills of Thomaston. White Cross
work was continued throughout
the meeting with refreshments l>eing served at the close of thc eve
ning by thc hostess and assisting
hostesses, Mrs. Barbara Wooster,
Mrs. Blanche Gardner. Mrs.
Esther McNealey and Mrs. Mabel
McKusic. Others present were
Mrs. Bessie Corey, Mrs. Dorothy
Baxter, Mrs. Marion Goss, Mrs.
William Brawn, Mrs. Bertha Bell,
Mrs.
Muriel Thurston,
Mrs.
Emma Hill, Mrs. Agnes Young,
Mra. Betty Barram. Mrs. Millicent
Raekliffe, Mrs. Madge Fifield,
Mrs. Ivy Hart, Mrs. Harriet Em
ery, Mrs. Ruth Hastings, all of
Rockland: Mrs. Frances Gist,
Mrg. Ruth Foley, Warren; Mrs.
Alice Cole was a guest.

Color Portraiture

On School Budget

Knox Count}’ Camera Club will
present a special treat for lovers
of colored slides at its next meet
ing, Tuesday, at the Farnsworth
Museum beginning at 7.30 o’clock.
The club will offer a recorded
lecture program, illustrated by 100
colored slides. The subject, “Por
traiture In Color", will be pre
sented by Douglas H. Wanser,
APSA. of Springfield. Mass.
Wanser is a three star exhibitor,
having reached this status with his
imaginative and often humerous
portraits. The slides illustrating
the lecture are original trans
parencies and several of them
have impressive salon records.
The program is full of advice
for making good portraits by
means of color film. It also shows
examples of his creative montages
and explains how he does this.
The public, particularly non
member photographers, are invit
ed to attend this showing. There
will be no admission charge.

The first official meeting of the
PTA formed for the new St.
George Elementary School at Ten
ants Harbor will be held at the
school the evening of Thursday,
Fab. 21.
Superintendent of Schools Keith
Crockett will take up the school
budget which will be presented at
town meeting on March 11.
President of the new group is
Mrs. Josephine Harper.

Mrs. Priscilla Turner and son
Gary of Isle au Haut arc guests of
Mrs. Turner' cousin. Mrs. Marga
ret Dow, Spruce street.

Photo by Dean
Miss Greta I.undin

Mrs. Juliet W. Lundin of Thom Jackson Heights School, Glens
aston and G. Clarence Lundin of Fails. N. Y., where she has been
teaching for the past two years.
Laurinburg, N. C.. announce the
Mr. Champlin served three years |
engagement of their daughter, with the United States Navy durGreta, to Donald K. Champlin, son ing World War II after which time ]
of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Champlin of he attended Ithaca College and
graduated in 1950. He received an
Oneonta. N. Y
Miss Lundin is a graduate of M S. degree in speech in 1952
Thomaston High School in the from the University of Wisconsin.
class of 1950 and was graduated He is now a member of thc fac- I
from Farmington State Teachers’ ulty of Hudson Falls High School,
College in 1954. After a summer Hudson Fails, N. Y.
of graduate work at Columbia UniA February wedding has been
A Valentine birthday party was versify, she joined the faculty at planned.
held Tuesday after school for John
Kirk of 247 Thomaston street who
Shakespeare Society will meet
Girl Scout Leaders' Association
celebrated his eighth birthday with will meet Tuesday night. 7.30 at Monday’ evening at the home of
his classmates. Television was en the Congregational Church. All Mrs. Josephine Rice with Mrs. 1
joyed along with games. Prizes leaders are urged to attend as Martha Viik as leader. Miss Ruth
were awarded to Bruce Lindsey plans will be made for Girl Scout Rogers will give general com
and Russell Wolfertz.
Invited , week.
ments of Act. IV of “As You Like
guests were: Robert Johnson,
It."
Bruce Lindsey, Charles Barstow,
Linda Skinner, who is moving to
Russell Wolfertz, James Economy, Waldoboro, was honored with a
The Purchase street P.T.A. took
Bradford Ames and special guests farewell party Wednesday after the form of a supper meeting, in
was
John’s
sister,
Margaret school at a regular meeting of the order to raise the treasury funds
(Peggy) Kirk and little friend, Pilgrim Pioneer Girls at the First to defray the cost of current ex
I Baptist Church. Guide Jackson penses and for the fluorine pro
Polly Curtis.
I led the girls in group singing and ject which will be administered
Wednesday afternoon there was games followed by a Bible story this spring, Wednesday night at
a Valentine party for the mem told by guide Corey. Refresh the school house. Mrs. Dorothy ,
bers of Blessed Virgin Mary ments were served at the close of Stevens served as chairman of the
Sodality, the Knights of the Altar the meeting.
supper which over 150 attended.
and St. Aloysius Society. Each
An excellent program presented
member was accompanied by a
Mis. Janet Pease entertained by the students, was tho roughlyguest. It was held in St. Ber the Fidelis Class of the Littlefield enjoyed by both parents and
nard's Hall, which wa.s appro Memorial Baptist Church Wednes teachers. President Wendell Had
priately decorated for the occa day evening at her home on Lisle lock conducted a brief business
sion. The Buffet Tabic and the , street. The business meeting was meeting following the program.
refreshments carried out the Val j conducted by the vice president.
entine motif. There was dancing Mrs. Virginia Kennedy. It was
Mr. and Mrs. William Robinson
and various games were played. voted to have a bowling party Sat ' of Isle au Haut are visiting his
A Talent Show followed. Partici urday night at the Camden Bowl mother. Mrs. Margaret Robinson
pants were: Maryann Blaisdell. ing Alleys to be followed by a so- | and his sister, Mrs. Addie Rogers
Donna and Dale Bodman, Mary rial hour at t’ e home of Mrs. I at their home on Spruce street.
Ellen and Michael Coakley, Rost- Norma Dorman. Mrs. Dorman
Mi s. Evelyn York has received ,
land Gay, Seward Dinsmore, I acted as auctioneer for a class
George Ghcrardi, Rosemary and auction which netted a total of word that her daugheer, Miss Pa- i
Shirley Lorenzo, Joanne Hama- ■ $11.92. Refreshments were served tricia York, a degree student, ma- j
lainen, Leonard LaCroix, David by the hostess assisted by Mrs. I joring in dance and dramatics at I
Mazzeo, Jean and Sharon Miller, Phenita Belyea. Mrs. Lucy Vinal Boston Conservatory of Music, has
been placed on the dean's list upon
Joseph Pietroski and Linda Rich and Mrs. Julia Brackett.
completion of mid-year exams.
ards. Thc clubs are supervised
All women interested in forming
by the Franciscan Sisters of the
Rockland Lady Lions met Wedthe V.F.W. Rockland Memorial
Atonement.
Auxiliary. No. 2499. met at the neday evening at the Bay View
G A R. hall Friday night for an l Hotel for a dinner meeting. Queen
organizational meeting with Mrs. j Lioness, Phyllis Grant, presided
Frank Richardson, district presi over the business meeting which
dent and Mrs. Lester Black, dis followed. The next meeting will
trict secretary, both of Friend be at the home of Mrs. Mary De1 metri on Feb. 27 with Mrs. Doris
ship. on hand to assist in forming
the Auxiliary and to elect officers. Abbott, Mrs. Vaulien Dame, Mrs.
Mrs. Helen Johnson was elected Charlotte Coffin and Mrs. Regina
president. Mrs. B* i nice Reams, Chisholm as assisting hostesses.

SINGER

Annual Winter Service

SPECIAL
49
*2.

FOR ONLY...
WE

And (opy of
Tbi»

WILL

Advertisement

CLEAN AND ADJUST STITCH
Of Your Sewing Machine
ALSO INCLUDES PACKAGE OF NEEDLES

CAN OF SINGER SEWING MACHINE OIL
Reg. $5.50 Value

SAVE $3.01

All Service Orders Received Before March 26 Honored.
This Special Includes Any Make Sewing Machine.

WE CALL FOR ANO DELIVER. CALL ROCKLAND 1724

Singer Sewing Center
395 MAIN ST. - ROCKLANO
19 28
—w - • - «

SANDRA LEIGH FREEMAN IS ENGAGED St. George P.T.A.
To Hear Crockett

senior vice president; Miss Alice
Smalley, junior vice president;
Mrs. Maude Winchenbach. treas
urer; Mrs. Ruth Thompson, chaprain; Mrs. Bertha Thompson, con
ductress; Mrs. Mildred Mills,
guard; Mrs. Frances Liuzza. Mrs.
Stella Dennison. Mrs. Ruth Hen
derson. trustees; Mrs. Evelyn
Burnett, secretary; Mrs. Frances
Liuzza. Mrs. Gladys Vose. Mrs.
Bernice Hatch, color bearers;
Mrs. Bernice Reams, hospitality
chairman; Mrs. Marguerite Har
man, membership chairman; Mrs.
Doris Melvin, supper chairman.
An installation will l>c held March
8 to install thc new officers.

/

Mrs. Margaret Staples enter
tained the Ladies' Aid of the Litfieid Memorial Church Wednesday
evening at the home of Mrs. Mar
garet Gregory in Glen Cdvv with
15 members present. Mrs. Therese
Chase, president, conducted the
business meeting at which time
plans were made for entertaining
the Lincoln Baptist Association
Feb. 22. at the Littlefield Memo
rial Baptist Church. Refreshment?
were served during a social
period.

•The Rounds Group met Wednes
day night at the Congregational
Church with 14 members in at
tendance. During the business
mei-ting. it was voted to give two
scholarships to the church camp
fund. Mrs. Louise Crozier and Mrs.
Mabel Bowley were appointed
chairmen of the annual fair booth
which will be cooked food. A so
cial hour followed with delicious
refreshments served by the hos
tesses. Mrs. Lou Emery. Mrs.
Louise Crozier and Mrs. Ella
Cates.

The Zonta Club held a luncheon
meeting Tuesday noon at thc
Thorndike Hotel with 22 members
present. Final plans were made
for the rummage sale, Wednesday.
Feb. 27 from 10 a. m. to 2 p. m.
at 403 Main street. A' short article
on Abraham Lincoln was read by
the president. Mrs. Leah Brooks.
The next dinner meeting will be at
the Thorndike Hotel, Tuesday eve
ning, Feb. 26.

Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Ruben
stein have returned from a visit
in Miami. Florida.
They were
accompanied by Dr. and Mrs.
Saul Polisner of Portland.
Dr.
Polisner will lie well remembered
in Roekland as a brilliant student
rich in promise which he has
amply fulfilled.
Enroute thc
group slopped over briefly to sec
Julie Rubenstein, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rubenstein, who Ls taking
boot training at Bainbridge, Md.
At the nveting of the McLain
PTA on February 25, members
will hear a panel discussion on
the future of schools in Rockland.
Panelists will be: City Council
Chairman Henry Marsh, City
Manager Lloyd Allen, School
Board Chairman Charles McIn
tosh, and Superintedent of Schools
Bruce Kinney. Moderator will be
PTA President Walter Gay.

Camden Church
Class To Stage

'Old Peabody Pew'

.

Miss Sandra Leigh Freeman

Mr. and Mi s. Earle R. Freeman.
West Meadow Road, announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Sandra Leigh Freeman to Arthur
Lewis Turner, son of Mr. and Mrs.

Lewis Turner, Long Cove. Sandra
is a pupil at Rockiand High School
and Arthur is employed at Clark
Island Quarry, A spring wedding
is plained.

HASTINGS-PARKER WEDDING TOOK
PLACE WEDNESDAY
Miss Priscilla Parker, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Erich Parker of
Nashau, N. H.. and Lewis Has
tings, son of Mrs. Lewis Hastings
of Rockland and the late Lewis
Hastings, were married Wednes
day night at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hastings, 25 Philbrick Avenue, by Rev. Charles R.
Monteith.
Attendants were Robert Has
tings, brother of the bridegroom,
and Mrs. Hastings.

The bride wore a navy blue
linen-weave street length dress
with white accessories, her flow
ers being pink carnations. Mrs.
Hastings was dressed in a blue
taffeta street length dress with
white accessories and white car
nations.
Mrs. Lewis Hastings is employ
ed by the Rockland branch of the
Salvation Army. Mr. Hastings is
employed by the Camden and
Rockland Water Company.

Cress And Ware

Both arc students at McGill
University Medical School in
Canada. Justin Cross, son of Mi.
and Mrs. Edward W. Cross of
West Meadow Road is a first year
student at McGill, having grad
uated from Colby College last
June.
Roland G. Ware, Jr., is a third
year student at the Canadian
medical school and graduated
from Bowdoin College in 1954. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Roland

Win Scholarships
For Medical Study
Two Rockland medical stu
dents have been named as reci
pients of medical study scho’arships under the Garcelon and
Merritt Fund administered by
Bowdoin College.

prices

BUY

on

Towle

sterling

"The Old Peabody Pew" will be
presented Thursday, Feb. 28, in
the Camden Congregational Parish
House at 8.15 p. m. - by members
of the Good Cheer Class.
The cast includes: Mrs. Harry
Tounge, Jr., Mrs. Jesie Satterlee,
Mrs. Ernest Marshall, Mrs. Stanley
Walsh, Mrs. Orman Goodwin, Mrs.
Edgar Tepe, Mrs. Edward Ball,
Mrs. Brampton Parker and Capen
Abbott.
The play is under the direction
of Mrs. Ralph Wentworth; Makeup,
Mrs. Paul Kimball and Mrs.
Frank Sawyer; tickets and pro
grams, Mrs. Ray Worthen; publi
city, Mrs. V. B. Crockett.
Refreshments will be included in
the cost of admission and will be
served, during a social hour after
the play, in the Mayflower Room.

G. Ware of Talbot Avenue.
The fund was originally estab
lished with a $400,000 grant in
1901 to Bowdoin Medical School
from the estate of Dr. Samuel
Merritt who at the time of his
death in 1890 left an estate of two
Trillion, earned in the business
world on the West Coast.
Both Dr. Garcelon and Dr. Mer
ritt were graduates of Bowdoin
Medical School. Garcelon in 1830
and merritt, his brother-in-law, in
1843.
When Bowdoin Medical School
closed in 1920. the courts granted
permission for the fund to be used
for scholarships for medical stu
dents. Since that time, a total of
$260,000 has been granted over 400
students.
Social items, parties, weddings,
guests, all personal news for the
Courier-Gazette may be tele
phoned to Mrs. Margaret Winchen
baugh, Tel. 76, Rockland, or
left at her home, 161 Limerock
street.
tl

going

upi

NOW AND SAVE1

order your favorite pattern
BEFORE

FEB. SSttl
Use

our convenient credit terms

If you’ve been longing for more of

your favorite Towle pattern - don’t

delay! If you’ve been thinking of
starting a Towle set—now's your

golden opportunity!

Towle Silversmiths are announcing
—with regret-a price rise on all their

silver. And they’ve given us permis
sion to tell our customers in advance,

so that all of you who have been
planning Towle purchases can take

Much of the knowledge one ac
quires comes by doing things he
doesn’t know how to do.

advantage of this

last chance!

Under these circumstances, you may

want to buy now against future
needs. And we’d be glad to help you

John Pasamen of Rockville and
New York underwent a serious
operation at the New York Hos
pital, East 68th street, room 1125,
New York City. N. Y.. and would
be pleased to hear from friends.

do so and you can pay for your pur

chase in the months to come. Don’t
hesitate to ask about our credit
terms. Call, come in, or use the con
venient coupon.

Mr. and Mrs. Exavier Winchen
WE DO!
baugh arc spending a few days in
Quincy, Mass., as guests Ot Mr. I
■ OUR NOV. BILL
$19.00;
and Mrs. C. Poletti.

The meeting of the W.F.C. Club I
was called to order with the Lord's ,
Prayer at an all day session, Wed
nesday at the IOOF hall. A de
licious dinner was prepared and ;
served by Mrs. Marguerite Grindle !
and Mrs. Lillian Johnson. An old J
member, Mrs. Ella Creamer of
Warren
was welcomed back info
KNOX HOTEL
the group. Two of the expertly |
THOMASTON
made quilts recently completed by
the club were sold in order to in- i
Sunday Dinner
flate the treasury funds to pur
chase additional material. The I
Special
afternoon was spent sewing on '
Rib Roast of Beef with Gravy’ quilts. Those present were Mrs. i
Lina Carroll, Mis. Jennie Feyler. ■
Complete Dinner - $1.95
Mrs. Ada Payson, Mrs. Ella
Serving Sunday 12 to 3 P. M.
j Creamer, Mrs. Lillian Johnson,
Mon. thru Fri., 5.13 to 8 P. M. ]
Mrs. Marguerite Grindle. Mrs.
Ti l.. THO’-ATSON 31
F-'iusfinn Cjo< Rett

>OUR DEC. BILL

$35.00^

■OUR JAN. BILL

$50.00^

fl Please ssod me the Towle Starling price
list for their________________________ .. pattern.

[J I would also like information about your
credit terms.

The Heat Serves
A Family of Five
In a Seven Room House
We offer Free Estimates and^
I Planning. Why not
Vworld's most modern
5 mimical heal. Come
sfull operation.
Wc
£y«w. Open 'till 9 P.

-Zone-

-State-

Phone Number

enjoy the
and eeosec it in
welcome
M.

R. F. BLAISDELL

& CO.

ses MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

K(X KPORT, ME.
TEL. (Eda’r 6-3582

ai-it’

